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Appropriate Microcomputer Item Analysis

for Domain-Referenced Classroom TeSting

Anthony J. Nitko and Tse-chi HSU

School of Education

University of Pittsburgh

This paper describes item analysis procedures appropriate for

domain-referenced classroom testing and how these procedureS can be

implemented with a microcomputer program. Firsti it presents a con-

ceptual framework within which teachers' informational needs and item

statistics can be considered; Second; we review approximately fifty

item btatiStics, using logical analysis and Monte Carlo sampling

studies to ultimately recommend several statistics to be incorporated

into a microcomputer program for classroom teachers.
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Item Analysis Appropriate for Domain-Referenced

Classroom Testing*

by
Anthony J. Nitko and Tse-chi Hsu

School of Education

University of Pittsburgh

The purpose of this paper is to describe the kinds of item analysis

information useful for domain-referenced classroom testing. The paper is

organized in the following way. First we present a conceptual framework

within which item statistics can be considered. Second, we review promising

statistics in light of this framework; Third; we examine the sampling

fluctuations of several of the more promising item statistics for sample

sizes comparable to what we would expect the typical classroom size to be.

Fourth, we recommend several statistical indices that are the most promising

ones to use in an item analysis package programmed for an Apple II Plus

microcomputer.

The reader of this report should keep in mind several points. First,

the item analysis procedures and statistics recommended in this report are

constrained by the practical limits of schools, of teachers' experience and

time, and of the capacities of a particular microcomputer. Second, the

primary functions of an analysis of pupils' responses to test items are to

assist a teacher in (a) making instructionally relevant decisions and (b)

improving the technical quality of the test items used. In this item analysis

process, the teacher is encouraged to use the computer as a tool and no

*We are deeply indebted to Dr. Huynh Huynh for his valuable assistance in
providing us with the Monte Carlo sampling data presented in_the_third
section and for his immense contribution in clarifying our thinking_about
the item_statistics reviewed_in this report. We are solely responsible, of
course, for all errors and misconceptions that remain herein.



attempt is made to use item statistics to create a computer-asisted "teacher

proof" system of item analysis. Third; it is recognized that selecting

appropriate item statistics moans not simply focusing on the quality and use-

fulness of the statistics qua statistics, but also means considering the

appropriateness of the statistics in terms of the understanding and interpre-

tation that teachers are able to give them. Fourth; the appropriate number and

the presentation of statistics is important to their use by teachers; if .too

many statistical indices are provided simultaneously and in an "unfriendly"

format, a teacher will be confused. Thus, although we recommend quite a few

statistical indices in this report, we do not recommend that these statistics

be reported simultaneously in uninterpreted form. Designing an item analysis

microcomputer program is in part a human engineering problem. Fifth, a micro-

computer program that computes the recommended statistics should present the

information to the teacher in a way that will facilitate interpreting the

teacher's particular classroom data. Sometimes this means simply displaying

the numerical value of a statistical index. At other times it will mean pro-

gramming decision rules into the computer that will recommend certain teacher

actions or certain teacher options. Sixth, it should be noted that all of the

statistical indices we recommend in the last section should be available to a

teacher upon request, even if they are not displayed initially. Thus programming

techniques should be used that will permit a teacher to dip deeper !Alto the

data and to obtain the actual numerical values of the indices, if desired.

_Item

Analysis and Item Statistics

There are important differences between using tests to measure pupils and

using tests to improve the pupils' instruction: Whereas measurement seeks not

to alter the characteristic being tested, instruction explicitly seeks .to change

the pupil so that eventually every test item in the domain can be answered cor-
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rattly (cf. Lord; 1970). In order for tests to be effective as classroom

instructional tools; however; it is necessary to integrate them into the

instructional decision-making process. This means that teaChers have to

design tests for the decisions for which they will be using them. This

assures that the test information has a reasonable chance of being useful.

The term domain-referenced test is broadly defined to mean a test that

is built so that scores on it can be referenced to a well-defined class or

domain of behaviors in a way that permits an examinee's status on that domain

to be estimated: This is a broad definition of domain-referencing and there

is little difference between it and criterion-referencing as this latter term

has been recently explicated (Nitko, 1980). BOth concepts essentially mean

the same thing, requiring a well - defined class of tasks or behaviors to which

test performance can be referenced; Most persons prefer the term criterion=

referencing (Popham; 1978; Hambleton; Swaminathan; Algina; & COUlson; 1978).

Classifications of domain-referenced tests such as that presented by

Nitko (1980) are likely to be Unfamiliar to teachers. However; teachers can

be encouraged to view their ow tests in this broader context; Most teachers'

tests are of the unordered variety; being built on the basis of verbal State=

meats of stimuli and responses (i.e.; behavioral objectives) and sometimes on

the basis of diagnostic categories of pupil difficulties. But at least for

some classroom decisions; such as grouping students or distinguishing among

degrees of mastery of a topic, ordered domains may be more appropriate. This

means, for example; that a teacher's interpretation of item analysis and other

test statistics will depend on the type of domain-referenced test being built,

as well as on the type of decision for which the test information will be used.



The workable level of specificity for domain definition is likely to be

the behavioral objective. Teachers can use behavioral objectives to orgarize

and direct their instruction. Currently many training programs teach teachers

how to write objectives and use them for instructional design; Further; many

school districts define their curriculum using objectives; Thus; for most

teachers, domain-referenced classroom testing is likely to center - around

behavioral objectives at this point in time.

The responses of students to the items on a classroom test provide a teacher

With information in three broad and interrelated areas: (1) improving and

guiding instruction, (2) editing and improving individual test items; and (3)

improving the properties of the total test score for certain decision-making

purposes; Pupils' responses to stimulus material a teacher presents for pur-

poses of evaluation provide clues concerning what pupils have learned, the

extent to which tha material has been learned, and the nature of pupils' errors

and misunderstandings. Item analysis can provide a teacher with valuable

summary information about the class of pupils; as well as identify pupils who

respond in unusual ways to the stimulus material. Such instructionally rele-

vant information when brought to the attention of a teacher can provide the

basis for instructional planning.

Second, pupils' responses to test items provide valuable information about

how the individual test items are functioning§ Test items should be designed

to elicit certain important pupil responses that a teacher can use to decide

whether learning has occurred. Viewed in this way; a test item and its parts

have very specific functions. Data about the test item and its parts can be

analyzed and used to decide whether these functions are being fulfilled. As

an example, consider the alternatives of a multiple-choice item. Data can be



gathered to provide a teacher with information about such matters as whether

less knowledgeable students are attracted to incorrect responses and whether

two or more alternatives appear to be ambiguous to the more knowledgeable

pupils. Additional information about how an item has functioned and what

might be done to improve it can be provided; of course;

A third area in which item statistics can be helpful is in suggesting

ways for improving the entire collection or ensemble of test items that com-

prise a particular test. Each item contributes to the score on the total test

in well known ways. Thus, the entire test is dependent on the properties of

the individual items. What is considered to be the desirable properties of

the total-test; on the other hand; depends on the particular purposes or

decisions for which that test score will be used. A test may be used; for

example; to estimate a domain score without reference to the performance of

other pupils in the class. Or, the test score may form the basis to rank or

order pupils for purposes of assigning letter grades or for forming subgroupings

of pupils for instructional purposes; Tests with such diverse purposes will

have different properties. The items comprising the tests will need to exhibit

different properties as well. Thus; statistics computed in an item analysis

microcomputer program will need to fit into the purposes for which the teacher

Will use the total test scores.

The tLi.ee broad areas and the specific kinds of information needed under

each area are listed in Table I; The specific information is discussed in

the sections which follow. As can be seen from a perusal of the table; the

three areas are interrelated and specifiz information in one area may often

be used for a related purpose in another area. In the discussion which follows,

each kind of specific information is discussed separately, However, the

reader should keep in mind their interrelationships.

I 0



Insert Table 1 here

Item Analysis Information Useful for Guiding Instruction

Unless otherwise noted, the descriptions in this section refer to in-

formation that is provided for each test item, rather than for the total test

or for clusters of test items.

1. S Each test item is intended

measure knowledge or application of an important fact, concept, or principle

that a teacher has taught. Often, such knowledge and/or application is pre-

requisite to the next unit or step in an instructional sequence. It is useful,

thereforei for a teacher to know the extent to which the class as a whole has

acquired this knowledge or skill since future instructional planning can be

informed by such information.

2. Distrepancy_between a teacher's expectation of a class' performance

and the actual performance of the class. An important kind of information for

a teacher is whether the class performed as the teacher expected. To conduct

instruction effectively a teacher needs a good sense of whether students are

behaving in expected ways. Teachers often do have informal, implicit expecta-

tions about the number or percent of students who would be expected to have

learned certain concepts at particular points in time. An item analysis

program can and should compare a teacher's expectations with actual student

performance and alert the teacher to confirmations or discrepancies; Know-

ledge and/or skill areas in which students perform significantly worse than

a teacher expects can serve as the basis for planning remedial instruction,

while areas in which students perform better than expected can reinforce a

teacher's self-concept in relation to teaching skill and serve to raise a



Table 1; Three broad areas and the specific information needed about the

items comprising a domain-referenced classroom test.

Areas_i_n_which_iniormation will be needed for each item:

Rewriting individual Selecting_items to

instruction test items put on a-test

1. Summary of the per- 1. Extent of item- 1. Item discrimi-

formance of the class. objective congruence. nation level.

2. Discrepancy between 2. Extent of item- instruc- 2. Item difficulty

the performance a tionaleventcongruence. level.

teacher expected of 3. Vocabulary level of 3. Relation of item

the class and the an item. to test blueprint

actual class per- 4. Item difficulty level. and/or domain

formance. 5. Item discrimination specification.

3. Unusual performance level. 4. Estimated total

of a student on an 6. Identification of test properties

item. poor distractors. based on items to

4. Hierarchical ordering 7. Identification of be included on the

of the items on a ambiguous alternatives, test.

test. 8. Identification of

5. Change in a class' miskeyed items.

performance after 9. Identification of

instruction. patterns of guessing

6. Summary of the among knowledgeable

seriousness of pupils' students.

errors on an item.

7. Summary of the types

of errors pupils

committed on an item.
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teacher's expectations for students in subsequent learning.

3. Unusual student performance in relation to a particular item.

As students interact with test materials they can be expected to behave in

a rather consistent manner. Students with less knowledge and skill can be

expected to score poorly on difficult test items; but to score better on

relatively easy items; Similarly; students with a good command of the sub-

ject can be expected to do well on both easy and relatively more difficult

items. When .a student with good ability does poorly on a relatively easy

item, or when a student with poor command of knowledge or skill in an area

gets a rattler difficult item correct, these situations should be brought to

the teacher's attention for explanation and consideration for possible action;

In like manner; test items themselves can exhibit unusual patterns.

Identifying these patterns could alert the teacher to items that for some

reason do not "fit-in" with the majority of items. These items may be in

need of revision or the items may identify instructional areas That need

attention.

4; Hierarchical ordering among the items in s_particular test. It would

be useful for planning instruction and diagnosis if a teacher knew whether a

hierarchical structure existed among the items in a test. Depending on the

nature of the skills and concepts included on the test, the identification

of a hierarchy among the items could help a teacher plan diagnosis and

remedial instruction by suggesting subconcept arrangements or suggesting

a possible order in which concepts could be taught.

5. Changes in a class' performance as a result of it:St-ruction.

Occasionally, a teacher may use a pre-instructional test (pretest) and a

post-instructional test (posttest) containing identical (or equivalent)

13



test itemsi In such cases; it is important for the teacher to know the

items on which the class' perfoLmance changed; and the extent and direction

of that change. An item that tests a particular concept or skill and for

which there is little or no change as a result of instruction or for which

performance after instruction is worse than before instruction, may indicate

that the instruction was ineffective or unnecessary, the item was plorly

written, or the students had responded indifferently. In any event, if

pretest and posttest data are available; an item analysis program should

analyze it and permit the teacher who so desires to consider its implications

for instruction.

6. Summary of seriousness of pupil errors on an item. Pupils who

answer an item completely incorrectly or receive less than full credit on

an item commit errors of various degrees of seriousness; It would be helpful

. to instructional planning if a teacher had; for each test item; a summary of

the seriousness of errors committed. This summary could help, for example;

in setting instructional priorities. Such information could be obtained,

however; only if the teacher could codify or rate the seriousness of errors

of each student.

7. Summary of types of pupil errors on an item. Related to Point 6

above; the type or kind of error committed is useful information as well.

A teacher would need to classify the various types of errors that could be

committed by students (presumably known by a teacher from past experience)

and then in some way identify for each student the type(s) of error committed;

This may be a tedious and; therefore; impractical task for a teacher unless

(a) the number of error types is small or (b) the options on a multiple-

choice test are specifically written to attract students who commit specs is

error types. In the former case, it is conceivable that 3 or 4 coarse types

14



of errors which could be found on any item on the test could be identified.

For example, in sociaIstudies, errors could be classified as (a) incorrect

reasoning, (b) incorrect knowledge of a concept or principle, (c) lack of

knowledge of an important fact, and (d) spelling errors. Each student's

response is graded in the normal fashion and, in addition, items with less

than perfect responses are coded according to one or more of these error

categoridS. If the above illustrated error categories were arranged in

order of Seriousness, then both information Pointa 6 and 7 could be handled

simultaneously.) In the case of multipledhoiCe items; a similar categori-

zation could result, except that more error types could be identified because

the microcomputer could automatically classify pupils' responses into various

error types.

Item AndlytU-Inlormation Useful for Editing and ReVIC1n,gItems

Certain kinds of information can be obtained from pupil responses to

ti-.1ssroom test items that will suggest possible flaws in the items. Items

exhibiting patterns of pupil responses suggestive of flaW§ could be flagged

and brought to the teacher's attention. Some types of information useful

for revising items may come from a closer examination of the items by the

teacher, rather than analysis of pupil responses per se; Both types of

information are described below.

1. Extent of item - objective ocingtUente. An essential part of any review

of =Iassroom test items is the extent to which each item corresponds to the

instructional objective it is intended to measure. This information can be

obtained either from the judgment of an individual teacher or from the

pooled judgments of a group of teachers. The former is likely to be the



typical source of information, while the latter is likely to be obtained

when committees of teachers form common tests or when a school district

uses an objective-based mastery learning system. In the latter situation,

individual teachers usually do not construct their own test items: Often,

the items are purchased or developed by outside agencies on a contract basis.

2. Congruence of test items to instructional events in a classroom.

is important that an item correspond to what a teacher has taught or the

pupils were supposed to study. It often happens when test items are purchased

(or provided as part of an instructional materials package) that they

correspond to written statements of objectives but not to the pre-63Se manner

in which students were taught to respond in the classroom. For example,

a publisher-provided test item in history may emphasize a different inter-

pretation than occurred in the classroom or a science item may illustrate a

principle with a different experiement than a teacher used; In such cases,

teacher revisions can "fine-tune" an item to make it a more valid measure

of a pupil's learning;

3. Vocabulary appropriate to the level of the students. Items written

by persons who lack daily contact with the particular pupils being tested

may contain phrases and vocabulary words that are not appropriate and thereby

interfere with pupils' ability to express the knowledge they have acquired.

For example; in a language development curriculum in a junior high school,

students may learn the definitions of new vocabUlary words through class

discussion and writing sentences using their current vocabulary End language

level. A teacher, hovever; may elect to use items on a mastery test that

Were prOVided by a textbook publisher; Such items may be multiple=choi-cd

and, conceivably; their alternatives could contain vocabulary words that are

beyond the language development level of the students being teated; Thus;

16



althoygh students may have learned the specific words they were taught

they could not demonstratethis knowledge to the teacher.

The information about the vocabulary level of the wording in an item

can be obtained either by judgments from one or more teachers, or by checking

an item against a specific vocabulary list.

4. Difficulty level of the item for students. An item that too few

students answer correctly may be flawed in some way and hence should be

revised. But difficulty level alone is not a sole criterion for revision,

since a test item may be well-written but the students may not have learned

the requisite material. Similarly, items that are too easy may reflect good

pupil learning or an item that is too obviously correct to pupils. In either

case--flawed items or reflection of the learning status of students--the

difficulty level of the item contains important information.

5. Items for which the lower scoring

pupils on a test do better than the high scoring pupils need to be examined

for possible flaws; since these items function in a manner that is in opposi-

tion to the bulk of the items in the test. Similarly, items which do not

distinguish the more able from the less able should be examined in at least

a cursory manner to assure that they are properly written. As with all the

information in this section; the purpose is to identify items that may be in

need of revision; rather than to collect information for purposes of culling

and selecting items.

The folloWing information can be collected only for true-false, matching,

and multiple-choice items.

6. Identification of poor distractors. The distractors of a multiple-

choice item function as plausible choices for the students who have not

acquired the knowledge required to answer the item correctly. Empirical data

17



from pupils can identify items that are not functioning in this way.

7. Identifitation_of_ambiguous alternatives. In this context, two

alternatives are ambiguous if students who know the material an item is

supposed to test; tend to have difficulty deciding which of the two alternatives

is the correct answer.

8. Identification of miSkeyed-items. Occasionally a teacher inadvertently

miskeys a multiple-choice item. Data from pupil responses are examined in

relation to the teacher-keyed answer; If the more knowledgeable students

choose an incorrect alternative in large numbers, the items may have been

miskeyed; Flagging such items bring them to the attention of the teacher;

9; Identification of items for whim;rteAdom_guessin-g may be occurring

among the more knowledgeable stUdent-. The more knowledgeable students are

expected to have acquired the information or skill on which an item is based.

_
Studying the response patterns of this group of students may reveal that they

are not responding in the expected manner. If so, such items should be flagged

and reviewed by the teacher.

Improving Properties of the Total Test*

The properties of the total test are a function Of the properties of the

items comprising the test. Therefore) it is important that a teacher attend

to certain item properties When assembling a test. The properties Of the

items to which a teacher should attend depend to a considerable extent on how

the total test score will be used--that is; on the decisions for which the

teacher will use the scores,

In general, classroom tests tend to be used for decisions that require

one of the following: (a) complete ordering of students, (b) partial ordering

of students, and (c) ascertaining the domain status of students. Ranking

*We have_limited this technical report to a discussion of the item statistics
only_although we recognized that a complete_item analySie computer pa!loge
should compute total test score statistics (e.g., mean, standAtel_deViaticiiii
median; and various reliability indices), compute percentile ranks (perhaps
standard scores); and tabulate a frequency distribution.



students on a test and grading on the curve are examples of test usages

requiring complete ordering of students; Some uses to which test scores

are put require partial ordering, as when a teacher seeks to place students

into two groups--for example, better readers and less able readers--with

the intention of treating individuals within each group in approximately

the same clay. (All students in the better readers group, for example, may

be permitted to proceed with new material, while students in the lower group

are given the same remedial instruction.)

A. teacher seeks an estimate of a pupil's domain status when a decision

depends on a person's domain score without regard to the domain scores of

other pupils. Estimates of domain status are usually expressed in terms of

a percent or fraction of the domain a student knows. Estimates of domain

status are of concern when instructional decisions depend on absolute achieve-

ment rather than relative achievement. A decision about an individual

student's mastery of an instructional objective, for example, is often based

on an estimate of that student's domain status: A student is declared to have

achieved sufficient mastery if the student scores high enough on a test

measuring that objective;

Keeping in mind the distinctions between absolute and relative achieve-

ment, and between partial and complete ordering of students, the following

types of information about individual test items seem important for class-

room test development. The reader should note that, as with other types of

information in item analysis, the interpretation of statistical indices of

this information will require programming into the microcomputer certain

rules of thumb to assist in the dticision-making process;



1. The extent to which test items discriminate among students.

Regardless of whether a teacher uses a test to measure relative or absolute

achievement; the items on the test should contribute information to the

total test score in the same algebraic direction. That is; as a group;

the higher scoring pupils on the test should have a rather high probability

of answering correctly each test item; (This is not to say that each pupil

in tne higher scoring group will definitely answer correctly every test

item, only that there is a propensity to do so.) When a larger proportion

of higher scoring students than lower scoring students answer an item

incorrectly, a teacher's interpretation of the total test score becomes

confused: These negatively discriminating items tell a teacher that the more

a student knew (as reflected by the test score) the less are the chances of

answering the items correctly. Negatidely discriminating items should be

examined by a teacher and either revised or not put on the same test with

the positively discriMinating items.

A decision about which of the positively discriminating items to place on

a test depends on (a) the type of achievement being measured (absolute or

relative); (b) the nature of the test specifications, (c) the type of decision

to be made, and (d) other properties of the items, such as their difficulty

levels, and (e) the type of statistical index used to summarize discrimi-

nation. These factors are considered in subsequent sections.

2. Difficulty a- As we have described pre-

viously, item difficulty plays a role in both improving the effectiveness

of instruction and in revising a test item. Item difficulty also plays a

role in assembling a test since the difficulty levels of the individual



items comprising a test set the difficulty level of the total test. Item

difficulty level also sets limits on item discrimination and on the total

test reliability. When a test score will be used for partial or complete

ordering, item difficulty plays a role in helping to establigh the ability

level at which a test is most reliable,

3. Relation of an item Lo the test blueprint and/or the _domain._ This

information is a judgment of the item-domain congruence and/or an indication

of where an item fits in the test blueprint (plan). The item-domain con-

gruence judgments have been described earlier in this report. The second

type of information is important to the assembly of a classroom test in that

it assures the items on the test have sufficient content scope and behavioral

breadth for the total test to be content valid.

4. -Projection of statistical properties of the total test from the

proper ama. If a teacher is assembling a test by

selecting items from a pool of previously used items that have known sta-

tistical properties, it would be helpful for the teacher to know what to

expect in the way the total test will perform. At the minimum, it would be

helpful to obtain an estimate of the mean of the test. Other information

may be an estimates of the test reliability and standard deviation. This

total test information can be estimated from the statistics available on each

item. If the items to be used come from an item bank that has been calibrated

using a latent trait model, then other total test properties can be described

such as the part of the ability continuum on which the assembled test pro-

vides the most information.

21
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Review of Statistical Indices Having Potential

for Providing the Information Needed

for Domain-Referenced Classroom Tests

Having set out in the previous section the information requirements of

domain-referenced classroom item analysis, we turn our attention to specific

statistical indices which could provide these kinds of formation. In

this section; we will return to each area previously describedibut limit

the discussion primarily to various statistical indices.

Improving and Guiding Instruction

In this section we review a number of item statistics that have potential

for providing the classroom teacher with the specific kinds of information

listed in Table 1 for improving and guiding instruction. By and large; the

statistics we review here are considered without regard to their sampling

errors; Sampling errors are important to consider in selecting statistics

when inferences are made about estimating population parameters or when one

seeks to understand the stability of a numerical result when a replication

is important such as in an experiment or survey. The numerical values of the

indices discussed in this section, when used by the teacher, will be based on

a specific set of students and; therefore; when recomputed on data from a new

group of students; will likely yield a different. numerical value. However; a

teacher is interested primarily in working with the group of students at hand

at any particular time. Thus; sampling fluctuations are less of concern when

the statistical information is to be used to change the students in the sample

in some way; (Sampling fluctuations are more of a concern; however; when

using item statistics to revise or select items for a test.)

Table 2 provides a list and a brief description of several statistical

ine.ces having some potential for providing item data that will serve the

various information needs of teachers and which may possibly be computed on a

2,4
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microcomputer. Below we will describe each of these statistics in more

detail; pointing to the advantages and disadvanatages of providing them as

part of a microcomputer item Analysis program for classroom teachers;

Insert Table 2 here

1 Statia-t-icalsummar-ST---0-f-the class' performance on a test item; Table 2

lists six statistical iridicaS which are defined

N
Y
Aia 1

Pi Y__
ai

= 0; 1

Y_i
a

< Y < 1
ai i

as

Y-
I mi

Pi 1 =mt
i

N
E

2
(Y_ -

i

= a = 1 ai

follows:

111

[21

131

[41

PE* ) Yli iF
21.'

mi < Y < 1i [5a]

" P.2i, r , Yai = 0, 1 [513]
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Table 2. Statistical item data potentially useful for helping a teacher

improve and guide-inatructicr,

Type of information a teacher Possible statistical indices

could use

1. Summary of the performance

of the class on each item.

pi The fra.:tion or percent of

the entire class passing a

dichotomously scored item;

Y The mean item score of the

entire class for an item

that is scored in a graded

or continuous way.

P
i

The mean item score, yl
'

expressed as a percent of

the maximum possible item

score.

V- A measure of the variability

of the item scores of the

entire class for an item

scored fn a graded or

continuou3 way.

P ) A function +-hat displays

average item score for each

of j levels of the total test

score;

P(0)i The item characteristic curve

for a dichotomously scored item.
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2. Discrepancy between the Dli = pi - Epi The difference between the

performance a teacher percent of the entire class

expected of the class actually passing a dichotom-

and the actual_ per- ously scored item and the

formance of the class percent of the class the

teacher expected to pass the

item.

--..- EYiD21 -1- The difference the actual mean

item score of the entire class

and the mean item score the

teacher expected the class

to obtain;

D3
i
= P

i
- EP Similar to the above difference

except Pi is the mean item

score expressed as a percent

of the maximum possible item

score;

D4i = pi - The difference between the

percent of the entire class

actually passing a dichotomous

item and the estimated percent

passing the same item in a

suitable norm group (e.g.;

percent passing in the district

or percent passing in the state).
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Table 2, (cont,)

D5 = P x. - EP(xJ 1

D61

Difference between the

actual average item score

and expected average item

score for each of j levels

of the total test score.

Ratio of actual discrepancy

to maximum discrepancy

between students' choices

among options of a multiple-

choice item (Huynh, 1983).

3, Unusual pattern of C-
a

responses on a test

for a student

Modified caution index of

Hartisch and Linn (1981).

a
r
perbis Personal biserial corre-

lation (Donlon & Fisher,

1968), The biserial

correlation between a per-

son's item responses and

the difficulties of the

corresponding items,

assuming a normal distri-

bution underlying the item

responses;
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Personal point-biserial
a
r
perptbis

correlation (Brennan; 1980;

cited in Harnisch & Linn, 1981).

The product moment correlation

between the item scores for

a person and the corres-

ponding item diffi:zulties.

NCI_ Norm conformity index
a

(Tatsuoka & Tatsuoka, 1982),

a measure of the degree of

consistency between an

individual's response

pattern and the ordering

of the items in a norm

group.

Person fit statistic for

Rasch model (Wright and

Stone, 1979);

4; Hierarchical ordering IRSA matrix

of the items on a test.

Item relation structure

analysis matrix (Tatsuoka

Tatsuoka, 1981) is used

as a basis for ordering

the test items in a hier-

archical directed graph.
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5. Change in a class'
postpre

Difference between the per-

performance after cent of pupils answering the- -

iPpost iPpre

instruction; item correctly before and

after instruction (Cox &

Vargasi 1966).

D
ingain tp ©t

Percent of students who

answered the item incorrectly

on pretest but correctly on

posttest (Roudabushi 1973).

6. Summary of the

seriousness of pupils'

errors on an item

P (rii)

r.i

Proportion of students

committing each seriousness

level of error; rii.

Mean rating of the seriousness

of errors for the entire

group of students on a par-

ticular item.

7. Sunsuary of the types

of errors committed

on an item.

P(t1i) Proportion of students

committing each type of error;
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Dai (0 - b1)
6_

Di(0 = b)
1 + 6

Da-(0 - bi)

Da.i b )
1 + 2

Da- (0 = bi
e

)

Where in the above formulae:

Da 4_ (0 -
1 + e

bi)

N = number of students taking the test

24

[61

Y-- = 0, 1 [7J

Y = the score of the ath student on the ith item on thei
test

[8]

ti = the lowest possible score a teacher could assign on the

ith item

1 = the highest possible score a teacher could assign on the

ith item

Y--=the mean score of the jth subgroup of the class of students

on the 1th item (e.g., the lower third)

Pji =the percent of the jth subgroup of the class of students

answering the ith item correctly

a b1, cis D, e = the parameters and constants of the family of latent trait

models based on a logistic ogive (see, e.g., Lord, 1980)
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We note immediately that if Yai is a score on an item graded zero or

one, then p
i
= Yi = Pi. When items are scored in a more continuous fashion,

p is not used and Yi 0 Pi.

An advantage of using statistics [1], [2], or [3] is that they provide

a single summary number that can capture the performance of a class of

students on a particular test item; A disadvantage; of course; is that these

statistics do not provide a summary of how different types or groups of

students performed: for example; how the 1oWer third of the class performed

compared to how the upper third patformad; Thus; some information that is

possible to obtain from the item is lost;

An advantage of [3] is that it expresses the average performance of the

class on a scale whose range is 0;00 to 1,00. This index; which is described

in Whitney and Sabers (1970), is interpreted as the percent of the distance

from the lowest to the highest possible score that the class' average item

scorerepreaents.Thus,Valuesof Pi near 1;00 mean that; on the average;

students knew most of the material required by the item; whereas values of

P-haat 0;00 mean that generally students did poorly on the item. This

interpretation is consistent with the interpretation giVen to pi when pi is

used with dichotomously scored items. A disadvantage of [3] is that a teacher

may lose a Sense Of the absolute level of the scoles; For example; a

P-=.80plaYmean-=4;2; 4;0; 3;4; or 3.2 depending on whether (m-- 1-) =
1

Y- 4,2- i

(5, 1); (5; 0); (4; 1) or (4i 0); respectively. This confusion can be lessened,

perhaps; by making sure that Yi is available to the teacher upon request.

Therelationshipbetl.7eenP-and Yi is as folloWS:

Yi P- (1- m-) + mi [3a]
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(x;3 ) and P(0)
i
all describe in one way or another

how the members of a group differ from each other. The item variance,

has the advantage of being a single number that measures the spread of

individuals. It has serious interpretive problems, however, from the

teacher's viewpoint, To understand V a teacher would have to have a sense

of the concept of a Variance--a concept most teachers do not have; Second,

V- is not expressed on the same scale as the item score, so the square root

of V- would need to be taken; Third, one usually cannot compare the variance

or standard deviation of one test item to that of another test item because

of scaling differences;

The fUnctionS [5e, b] and [6], [7], and [81 provide the maximum infor-

mation about hoW stUdehts perform on an item, but do so in noncomparable

ways; The latent trait models represented by P(0)i describe the probability

of each student answering the ith item correctly and thus these models pro-

vide a profile of the item performance over the full range of ability. But

these latent trait item characteristic functions have serious drawbacks when

used to describe the performance of a particular group of students. First,

they express performance as a function of an arbitrary ability score, 0, a

concept with which teachers are unfamiliar; Second, they cannot, and probably

should not, be calculated on sample samples of data such as are available to

the teacher for the class at hand; Third, if a teacher uses items from an

item bank (or other source) which are already calibrated using one of the

latent trait models, the display of an item characteristic curve can be easily

misinterpreted; The ability distribution (on the (:)Stale) of the particular

students in the class is unknown and, hence, the teacher has no way of knowing

to which parts of the ability scale to refer in order to interpret the item.
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Finally, teacher's tests are unlikely to be long enough or homogeneous

enough to routinely use latent trait procedures to estimate students'

abilities on the 0-scale.

The function P(x-)- may serve a purpose in helping the teacher under-

stand how different levels of students performed on the test. Function

[5a; b] expresses the average item performance it terms of the total test

score; (Sometimes this is called the item-test regression curve (e;g;; Lord;

1980).) Howeveri a teacher could use a scale other than the total test score

in this function: It might be reasonable; for examplei to use pupils grades

(A, B, Ci etc.) in the subject from the previous marking period.

Since experience indicates that the function [5a, b] will not be regular

for small samples when they are based on each possible value of the total

score; it is likely that a useful form of [5a; bJ is to group the students

in some way and then show the average item performance for each of these

subgroups. Upper half versus lower half is likely to be a too coarse and an

uninformative interval Width, We recommend dividing the class of students into

either thirds (lower; middle; and upper scoring students) or fourths (using

quartiles as the dividing points) of the clas3; if the number of students is

between 25 and 40; Larger classes could be sectioned into fifths (using

quintiles).

Summary. Table 3 summarizes our recommendations based on the rational

consideration put forth above. These recommendations are further reviewed

and modified as a result of some empirical (Monte Carlo) studies reported

later in this report;

Insert Table 3 here



ible 3. Recommended item statistics for helping a teacher improve and guide instruction: Summarizing the

performance of the class on each item.

pe_of item

otiftg:

chotomous

Hied or

)ntinuous

Yai < ii)

Basic:_ Should be included in every item

011 Possible.

Recommended: Use- Not recommended for
atialySib ptogtat, if at ful to include if

(a) research shows

teachers can use

and (b) micro-

computer has suf-_

ficient memory and

speed.

item analysis pro-

grams serving the

above mentioned

purposes.Routinely present to

or interpret for a

teacher on every test

item;

Make available to

teachers upon their

request only;

P(xi)1

Vi

P(0)
i

P
i

P(x )
i i

....

yi V
i

!: See the text for definitions; formulas; and explanations;
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1Vc44, Wr should mention here that we are not recommending that

the difficulty parameter of a latent trait model, be reported for purposes

of improving and guiding instruction. The considerations which led us not

to recommend P(0)
i
have led us not to recommend reporting bi for purposes of

guiding and improving instruction;

2: Discrepancy betweet the performance a teacher expected of the class and

the actual performance of the Glass. The statistics listed in Table 2 are

defined as follows:

Dli = pi - Epi, yai = 0, 1

D2
i

= Yi - EY M < Y
ai

< i1

D3 = P- - EP-- m- < Y < li i i ai i

D4i = pi - 0i, ai = 0; 1

D5'- = P(x-)- - EP(x-)-

[9]

[10]

[12]

[13]

D6
i
= A

i
Al

i ai
= 0, 1 [14]

'

In the above formulas pi; Yaij Yi, mi, li, Pi, and P(xj'i have been defined

previously in Formulas [1]-[5a, b]. We note the following clarifying'

definitions:

E = expectation or "expected value of"; but this

is not necessarily a mathematical expection

(see below).

(Pi = an estimate of the proportion passing Item i

in a norm group (e.g., a school district or

children at the same grade level in the

state's norms)

3,5



tli -
sli

= actual discrepancy

k
i

= the number of options in ith multiple-choice

item

[14aj

t- = the number of students the teacher expects to

choose Option 1 of Item i

s-- = the actual number of students who chose Option

1 of Item i

S= min
hi (sii)

M = Ni - shi + Zsli

1 # h

= maximum possible discrepancy

[14b]
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All of indices [9] through [141 require a method for a teacher to use to

specify how the students in the class are expected to respond to a particular

test item. There are two general ways for a teacher to arrive at this expected

performance for the class at hand: (a) use subjective judgment based on past

experience with these students, and (b) use empirical information and a statist-

ical estimate Although not dismissing statistical estimates as inappropriate

for the purposes at hand, we are incldned to favor the judgmental approach for

most instructional purposes, especially for Epii and EPi in Equations

[9]i ;10]i and [11]. We would like teachers to become directly involved in

"messing around" with data from their students. We feel it serves important

instructional purposes for a teacher to compare his or her expectations of

pupils on particular test items measuring instructional objectives the teacher

operationalizes via test items. If a disparity exists between a teacher's

expectations and the pupils' performance, we believe this will be a powerful

36
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motivator for the teacher to explore further for an explanation,

We could; of course, use various statistical procedures (regression,

Bayesian analysis; etc.) to estimate how a teacher's class will perform. Such

estimates; will almost certainly contain errors of estimation due to scedasti-

City. Dirther, these estimates would be created by a microcomputer program in

a "black box" atmosphere about which a teacher is likely to understand very

litte; It may well be that statistical estimates are more efficient; suffi=

cient; and consistent; but their impact on a teacher's behavior is likely

to be less in such black box situations than if the teacher was more personally

involved.

Equations [9], [10]; and [11] correspond to Equations [I]; [2]; and [3],

respectively; We have already indicated the advantages and disadvantages of

pi; Yi; and Pi; and have indicated our recummendations with respect to each

(see Table 3). To use [9]-[11] in an item analysis program, a teacher would

be asked to specify at the time the test is assembled (before it is admin-

istered) the anticipated class performance on each item.*

To be consistent with our previous recommendations; we would recommend

using [9] and [II] whenever [I] and [3] are used. We anticipate, however*

that [11] will be difficult for teachers to use because it requires a two-

step process: first estimate Yi and then estimate the percent of (li mi)

which Y- repreSehtS. To avoid this complication, we suggest that in an inter-

active microcomputer program; the teacher be asked to specify mi; li; and EYi;

*If_experience indicates that this is too tedious to do for each item;
various- alternatives could be used. For example; the teacher could be asked
to specify a single value Ep;; EY;; or EP. that would represent the items

and the deviation of -each item from thig single value could becomputed;
Another alternative is to write the program so that EPi; EYi, or EPi can be

specified for only a few (say the most important) items, rather than all of

the items.



then the computer can compute EPi via:

E=Pi
1 - m
i i
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[11e]

It sometimes occurs Lh-cit a teacher will use test Items that have to

be administered to a broader group of students of which the students in the

teacher's class are a subgroup. For example, a school district may have

developed a series of mastery tests and have item analysis data available;

a state may use a state-Wide assessment program for which test items and

Jata are rele-ased to the teacher; or a teacher may be using an item bank

that contains items calibrated by one of the latent trait models. In cases

such as these, it would be instructive to the teacher to compare the per-

formance of the students in the teacher's class to the performance of similar

students in the broader group. Equation [12] specifies this comparison for

items score dichotomously.

It is unlikely that a teacher would have access to items scored in a

more continuous way since most large scale testing programp use multiple-

choice items. An exception to this practice is the situation in which writing

samples are taken and graded, a more frequent practice among school districts

in recent years. (It might be noted that in many countries outside of the

United States, essay tests are more frequently used than multiple-choice tests.)

Although we do not treat the case of nondichotomously scored items here, we

note that [12] could be adapted easily to accomodate essay tests.

The quantity can be obtained in several ways; Computer printouts and

technical reports obtained through the testing office of a school district

would normally contain the oportion of students in the broader group passing

each test item. These can be entered into the microcomputer. If the items

a teacher uses measure a unidimensional latent tra-lt and have been calibrated

via a latent trait model, then a more refined technique could be used to

obtain Oi. This is explained below.
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A teacher's class will vary from year to year in average ability

(asexpressedonthelatenttraitscale0),Ifateachercompares-pi for

his or her class with the corresponding index for the broader group (district,

state; etc.); the comparison may be somewhat misleading in that the more

appropriate reference group would be "students with the same ability as those

in this class" rather than "students in general". In effect; the teacher

would like to hold ability constant and compare this class to those of similar

ability. This can be done via the test characteristic curve and item charac-

teristic curve of latent trait theory in a way that keeps the resultant infor-

mation in a metric the teacher can understand; The procedure is as follows:

(1) Determe th2 test characteristic curve for the test;

(2) Compute the mean rawscore; Xk on the test for the teacher's

class; lc.

(3) Use this raw score mean and the test characteristic curve to

ti
estimate the mean ability level; 00; of the students in this

teacher's class;

(4) Use the estimated mean ability level of the class with the item

characteristic curve; P(0)1;to estimate the quantity kTi for

this class. This is the proportion correct for item i in the

norm group for those with ability equal to

The above procedure is illustrated in Figure 1.

Insert Figure 1 here

Equation [13] describes the discrepancy between the expected performance

of different levels of students with their actual performance on the its item.

39
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A. Test characteristic curve B. Item characteristic curve

Figure 1. Illustration of the procedure used to estimate the proportion of

the norm group (with the same ability as the teacher's class) answering

correctly the ith item;
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This equation corresponds to [5a, b], As was indicated when P(x-)- was

discussed, it seems appropriate to divide the class into thirds or fourths

(thus j = 1, 2, 3 or j = 1, 2, 3, 4) unless the group is very large (> 50).

To use 113] a teacher would be required to specify the expected average item

score (either p-- orTf--i± ) for each of the j levels of students. If precal-

ibrated latent trait items are used, then P(x-) could be obtained for a

particular norm group using the test characteristic and item characteristic

curves in a manner similar to that described for Equation [12] and shown in

Figure 1. Figure 2 illustrates this procedure for [13] when the class is

divided into thirds.

Insert Figure 2 here

Huynh (1983) recently suggested another index of item discrepancy which

for multiple-choice items is defined by Equation [14]. This index is a ratio

of the actual discrepancy between students' performance and a teacher's

expectations to the maximum possible discrepancy for a particular set of

teacher's expectations. This index requires the teacher to specify for each

option 1, of multiple-choice Item i, the number of students expected to

choose that option. The statistic represented by [14] close to 0,00 represent

agreement between the pattern of student responses to a multiple-choice item

and the teacher's expectations; values close to 1,00 represent disagreement,

An advantage of [14] is that it permits teachers to specify a pattern of

responses to multiple-choice items. Thus, teacher's would have to consider the

nature of each option in relation to the students at hand. If the options

were based on specific kinds of errors or misconceptions, the teacher would

need to consider the number of students in the class likely to make each error

type; While such fine-grained considerations as the expected number of stu-

dents who would commit each type of error would seem to be a powerful means

41
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A; Test characteristic curve B. Item characteristic curve

Figure 2; Illustration of the procedure used to estimate the expected

proportion of the norm group (at each level of ability as the teacher's

class) answering correctly the ith item.
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of improving a teacher's awareness of student performance and be helpful

in guiding instruction, we list several disadqantages: (1) many teachers

do not use multiple-choice items, (2) teacher-made multiple=choice items

may not be based on particular error types, (3) teacher's may not have the

patience to carefully consider for each item the number of students likely

to choose each option, and (4) teachers may question the usefulness of such

detailed specififcations for every item; These practical; human engineering

considerations lead us not to recommend the computation of [14] for purposes

of item analysis programs designed to improve and guide instruction. Houiever

[14J does seem to be a useful index for measuring the extent to which pupil

responses deviate from a particular pattern; For example; an adaptation of

[14] may be useful for detecting guessing patterns. (See a subsequent section

of this report.)

Summary. Table 4 summarizes our recommendations bated on the rational

considerations described aboVe. The recommendations are further reviewed

and modified as a result of the Monte Car-o studies reported later in the

report.

Insert Table 4 here

3. Unusual _performance of a student on a test. The statistics listed in

Table 2 are defined as follows:

a.

1 (1 = Y
ai

) n.
i I (Yairhi)

i=1 i=na+1
' 10

di '
C
a ft-

_a-

i=I+1-n
a.
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ble 4; Recommended item statistics for helping a teacher improve and guide instruction: Identifying
discrepancies between the performance a teacher expected and the actual performance of the class.

40.

T of item
ring:

:hotomous

04)

ded or

fitinuoUS

< y < 11
- ei =

Basic: Should be included in every item

all possible.
Recommended: Use- libt recommended for

analysis program; if at ful to include if

(a) research shows

teachers can use

and (b) micro-

Computer has sut-

fibieht memory and

speed.

item analyais pro-

grams serving the

above mentioned

purposes.
Rontinely present to

or interpret for a

tee-cher on every test

item.

Make available to_

teachers _upon their

request only.

DIi = 0- = Ep
i i

= P(k-)- = EP(icD5i
i i i

)

i

-

D4
i i
= p - ili D6

i
. A /M

i i

D3- = P- = EP
i i i

= :P(k-)- = EPU(-01
i i J

D2- = Y- - EY-
i

: See the text for definitionS; fOrMulas; and explanations.
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I

(Yai - p.)
a; i

i = 1 Y = 0, 1
=

a
r
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ai
-S S-
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V
a

=,
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Where in the above formulas:

, Yai =0,

--T

(Yai P(Oa)i)2
P (Oa) (1-P(0a)

i = 1, 2, I items

a = 1, 2, ...I N examinees

Yai

1171

[18]

1191

n-
a

= X- = total score (total correct) for examinee a
. a

n.
i

= total number of students answering Item i correctly

Yai oi the item score for examinee a on Item i

A- = 4t- + 13 = normalized difficulty index

zi = inverse normal transformation of pi.(pi = proportion

of the class answering Item i correctly)
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a 1 h-
a.

= mean A for the items Student a marked correctly

a
7E-
R

= mean A for the items Student a reached

A
I i

if Student a attempted all items

Sad = standard deviation of the A-
A a R

I

40

if the student attempted all items

n--
aR

= number of items Student a reached

I; if the student attempted all items

u_ = ordinate of the normal curve which divides the area
a

under the curve into proportions (n_
a.

/n_-) and
aR

[1

= X /I
a. a

a inaR)3

mean item score for Person a

iN

LPi
y_4/N

_

a

fraction of the class answering Item i correctly

I
p /1

p. i

= mean item difficulty
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S
a le

Standard deviation of Person a's item score

= 2
/ P.)
=

S -=

standard deviation of the item difficulties

S_
a

- sum of the above-diagonal elements in a dominance

matrix for Examined a when items have been ordered

on the basis Of p- values from easiest to highest

(see Tatsuoka & Tatsuoka; 1982)

S = gum of all the matrix elements in the above mentioned

dominance matrix (Tatsuoka & Tatsuoka; 1982)

P(Odi = probability of Petal:in a correctly answering Item i as

this is predicted from the Rasch model

First; we note that Equations [151=4191 all apply to dichotomously scored

items. Thus, to the extent that classroom tests are not dichotomously scored,

these indices will be inappropriate to include in an item analysis program.

Equationa [151 and [18], the modifIed caution index (HarnisCh & Linn,

1981) and the norm conformity index (ratsuoka & Tatsuoka; 1982), respectively,

are based on the pattern of an examinee's responses to items when the items

have been arranged in order of difficulty from lowest to highest: If examinees

respond to the items in a tanner consistent with their total test scores, the

zero/one elementa of an examinee-by-item matrix should appear much as a
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Guttman (1950) scalogram, That is, when examinees are arranged in order of

'total test score and items are arranged in order of difficulty; examinees

with high test scores should exhibit an unbroken string of ls; while examinees

with very low scores should have a long unbroken String of Os. High scoring

examinees who break this pattern b responding incorrectly to very easy items

(Or low scoring examinees who break it by answering difficult items; should

be identified via 115.1 or f18] as performing inconsistently, Pupils so

identified by a statistical index can be brought to the attention of a teacher

who can seek an explanation;

In recent empirical studies of these two indices Harnisch and Linn (1981)

and Rudner (1983) found they correlated quite highly with each other when

they were computed on the same data, The modified caution index; however;

correlated less with the total score than did the norm conformity index

Clarnisch & Linn 1981); When the purpose of using an index is to identify

persons with unusual response patterns, it is undesirable for that index to

beconfounded (and hence correlated) with the total test score. Uaitg the

Correlation with the total test score as a criterion; the modified caution

index; 115J; would be preferred over the norm conformity index for our

purposes,

Equations f!6J and [17] are correlational indices: the personal biserial

(Donlon & Fischer; 1968), 116]; and the personal point biseria1 [17]. The

empirical 6tudies by Harnisch and Iinn (1981) and Rudner (1983) demonstrate

that these ihdidda are highly correlated with'each other when computed on

the same data; Harnisch and Linn also found that bctli indlr!es were correlated

with the total score to an unacceptable degree and that sometimes the personal

point biserial had a nonlinear relationship to the total snore;



Using simulated data, Rudner found that [16] and [17] identified

aberrant score patterns of examinees more frequently than 115J and [18] when

a 45 item "classroom test" was simulated; [15] and [18] seemed to identify

aberrant score patterns more frequently than [16] and [171 when a longer,

80-item; 'commercial test" was simulated. Thda; although all four of the

indices are inter-correlated they do not identify unusual score patterns with

equal effectiveness. In an unpublished study Meyers (reported in Donlon and

Fischer, 1968) found that if test items are generally difficult for a group

of students; those students who had a better command of the subject (as a

result of having taken a course in the subject) tended to have somewhat lower

personal biserials.

Finally; Dohlen and Fischer point out that the item difficulties (ETS

AS) used in [16] should be derived from a sample independent of the one of

WhiCh the examinee whose personal biserial correlation is being computed,

otherwise the personal biserials will tend to be higher because the person

is part of the sample.

Classroom tests are typically short: shorter than the 45 item test

Rudner studied. further, a teacher may not have available item difficulties

from previous administrations of the items; Finally; the typical ClaSS size,

25-35; is a rather small sample and would surely accentuate chance depen-

dencies in the data. These considerations, along with the finding of re-

searchers such as Harnisch; Litt, and Rudner; lead us to conclude that [16]

and [17] should not be used in a classroom item analysis program.

Equation [19] is the unweighted person fit statistic from the Reset'

model. It would be used only when the teacher had access to items previously

calibrated by this model. This statistic compares a person's actual responses
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to the items, Y
ai

with the person's average (expected) response, P(04)1.;

when the person's ability score) 0i., is known. This squared deviation

standardized by dividing by the variance of the expected responses for that ability

level, summed over all items, and averaged. Rudner (1983) indicates that

119J is more influenced by student responses to very easy and very difficult

items, His empirical inyestigation indicated that f19] was not a very

accurate identifier of aberrant response patterns for a simulated classroom

test of 45 items, but that f19] did function well with an 80-item simulated

commercial test. Given theSe findings we believe that insufficient evidence

exists to include this index in an item analysis package for use with short

classroom tests of the type typically encountered in schools. Therefore, we

do not recommend including it in a typical item analysis package;

Summary. Table 5 summarizes our recommendations for this section. These

recommendations are further reviewed and modified as a result of empirical

studies reported in a later section,

Insert Table 5 here

4. Hierarchical ordering of the items on a test; A number of techniques

exists or constructing hierarchical orderings among items (e.g., Airasian

& Bart, 1973; Bart & Krus, 1973; Wise, 1981; Takeya, 1981), Tatsuoka and

Tatsuoka (1981) reviewed these techniques and found Takeya's to be most

appealing because it is '... mathematically elegant, and it has algebraic

relations with Loevinger's homogeniety 11948] index, Mokken/s 11971J index

caution index (Sato, 1975), and Cliff's 11977] index Ct3" (pi 1).

Takeyes procedure (cited in Tatsuoka & Tatsuoka) 1981) defines an

order structure by determining the expected proportions of dominance rela-

tionships between two items. This procedure is called item relations

51



Table 5; Recommended item statistics for helping a teacher improve and guide instruction: Identifying

unusual performance rf a student o' a test;

We of item
xoring:

dchotomous

Y_
ai

= 0-1)

raded or

continuous

m s Y
ai

< 1 )
-

Bic: Sho'ild be included_in every item

all possible,
Recommended; Use- Not tee-amended for

analysis program, if at ful to include if

(a) research shows

teachers can use

and (b) micro-

computer has suf-

fitieht memory and

speed.

item analysis pro=

grams serving the

above mentioned

purposes;Routinely present to

or interpret for a

teacher on every test

item.

Make available to

teachers upon their

request only.

a

r
a perbis

r
a_perptbis

NCI-
a

V-
a

te: See the text fot definitions, formulas, and explanations;
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structure analysis (]RSA), "The advantage of using IRSA is (according to

Takeya) that it enables us to see a cognitive aspect of a student's per-

fsrmance on the items to a certain extent. Since it generates a digraph

representing the hierarchical structure of the items; it will--at the very

least--allow us to check the extent to which we have s=ceeded in constructing

problems that require a hierarchically specified set of skills for solving

that" (Tatsuoka & Tatsuoka, 1981; pp. 1-2); Tatsuoka and Tatsuoka used the

procedure to successfully construct a digraph of the structural relations

among a set of 24 items measuring knowledge of addition and subtraction of

fractions.

Although the results reported by Tatsuoka and Tatsuoka are encouraging,

more experience is needed with microcomputer computation in order to decide

on the practicallity of the IRSA approach; Specifically; computer memory

requirements and speed of computation need to be determined. Therefore; we

recommend the technique be used only if the particular microcomputer to be

used is capable of handling the needed computations.

We note that an IRSA matrix for a particular set of items is subject to

errors of sampling atudenta; In order to be mesningfu% a hierarchical arrange-

meat of items should apply to a defined population of students rather than

only to the particular students at hand; Thus, there should be some sample

to sample stability of the IRSA matrix. We know very little about the in-

fluence of student sampling on the fluctuations of the IRSA matrix; The

nature Of the Stability of the IRSA matrix should be a topic for further

study.

Summary; Our recommendation is summarized in Table 6. We will not pro-

vide in this report empirical data to further clarify our recommendation.
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Insert Table 6 here

5. Change in a class' performance on an item after instruction. A number

of item indices based on a pretest-posttest (or a two group) difference

have found their way into the literature on criterion - referenced testing;

Among these indices are proportion-based indices such as the (a) pretest-

posttest difference (Cox & Vargas; 1966); (b) uninstructed-instructed group

difference (Klein & Kosecoff; 1976); (c) individual gain (Roudabush; 1973),

net gain (Kosecoff & Klein; 1974), (c) maximum possitle (Brennan; 1974),

(e) B index (Hsu, 1971; Brennan; 1972), and (f) internal sensitivity (Kosecoff

& Klein, 1974). There are correlational approaches as well: (a) item-

criterion group partial r (Darlington & Bishop; 1966); (b) item-total change

scores (Saupe; 1966); and item-criterion group multiple-correlation (Darlington

& Bishop; 1966). Most of these indices have been suggested as types of

discrimination indices for selecting items for criterion-referenced tests in

a manner similar to discrimination indices previously discussed in the

literature in connection with norm-referenced.tests; An excellent summary and

review of these indices has been provided by Berk (1980).

Our purpose in this section is to consider item indices that provide a

teacher with useful information about how a class' performance on an item

changed as a result of instruction. We note, however, that we do not recommend

that the above indices be used for item selection; Most pretest-posttest types

Of Thdices are subject to rather large sampling fluctuations when used with

small groups; Secont; teachers that blindly follow a statistical rule of

thumb for culling items on the basis of the value of a statistical index are

likely to be deceived: (a) items not showing change may still represent



Table 6. Recommended item statistics for helping a teacher improve and guide instruction: Identifying a

hierarchical ordering of the items on a test.

Type of item

scoring:

Basic: Should be included in every item

all possible;
-RettitMended: Use- Not recommended for

analysis program; if at ful to include if

(a) research shows

teachers can use

and (b) micro-

computer has suf-

ficient memory and

speed;

item analysis pro-

grams serving the

above mentioned

purposes.Routinely present to

or interpret for a

teacher on every test

item.

Make available to

teachers upon their

request only.

Dichotomous

CI I), 0;
Ai IRSA

Graded or

continuous

(m Y- 1 )
i S ai

<
i

iote: See the text for definitions; formulas; and explanations.
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Important behaviors to be monitored; (b) danger exists in culling from the

domain those items which a teacher has not taught well, and (c) items not

showing favorable pretest to posttest changes may represent errnneous-be-

havior that pupils have acquired as a result of instruction. Also, as

Ebel (1972) demonstrated, quirks in items themselves often lie behind pre-

to posttest perfomrance anomalies.

Pretest-posttest indices can be useful to the teacher in identifying

those items on which pupils in a particular group perform in unexpected ways.

A teacher armed with such information may then decide whether the items

require revision or whether the fault lies with the instruction rather than

with the item,

&tong the most useful of these indices for the specific purpose of

iMproVing instruction are: Cox and Vargas (1965), Roudabush (1973)j and

Kosecoff and Klein (1974) In addition; the index proposed by Brennan (1972)

and Hsu (1971) has value in examining items when a meaningful passing

(mastery) score can be set. The latter requires special interpretive cautions,

however, because it cannot be computed when all or none of the students meet

the passing score and because the ideal index is zero, The Cox and Vargas

index--the diffeence in the proportions passing from pretest time to post-

test time--is a rough gauge of an item's functioning before and after inter-

vening instruction and is likely to be easily understood by teachers. The

Roudabush index--the proportion of pupils answering an item correctly at

posttest time who also answered it incorrectly at pretest time--more clearly

focuses on changes in pupils' performance and it too can be understood by

teachers; The Hsu and Brennan index describes how well an item distinguishes

between test passers and nonpassers andj so, is not quite a measure of before

and after instruction change.



For purposes of giving a teacher information about changes in a

class' performcnce as a result of instructions we would recommend Cox and

Vargas (1966) index, Equation L201, and Roudabush (1973, Equation [21],

which are defined by the formulas below.

i postpre
i-post i pre

D- p
i indgain i 01

, Yai = 0, 1

Y =
ai
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[20]

1.21]

In the above formulas the notation is the sane as that used in equations [ ]-

119] except that:

Pi post = proportion of the class answering Item i

correctly on the posttest.

i pit
= proportion of the class answering Item i

correctly on the pretest

i 01
proportion of the class answering Item i

correctly on the posttest but incorrectly

on the pretest

Indices 1201 and [21] are limited to use with dichotomougly score (0 or 1)

items; However, we can derive comparable version of these formulas for item

that are scored in a graded or more continuous fashion:

H* rvs < Y-- < 1- [22]
ii po§tpt - m_ ai

i i

= o* m_ Y [23J
indgain prepost i is i

[24JD**
i indgain = *

i
ppr*

epost
m < <i ia i

59



formulas [22] through [24j, we 2 the notation that follows:

Y. = average score of the cla.s-i on Item i when
post i

it is administered at posttest time

pre
Y = average score of the class on Item i when

is is administered at pretest time

1
i

maximum possible score on Item i

m = lowest possible score on Item i

C D
P*i prepost =

d=c bd

51

[23a]

= proportion of the group fails ^ at pretest and passing

at posttest time

b = 1, 2, ..., B

= indexes the score categories on Item i at pretest time

d = 2; D

= indexes the score categories on Item i at posttest time

C = the index number of the minimum passing score on Item i;

1 D

i bd
= the proportion of examinees taking Item i that scored

in the bth category at pretest time and in the dth

category at post:.nst time

p**
prepost

p
bdhad [24a]

= proportion of examinees taking Item i who scored higher

at posttest time than at pretest time

Equation [22] -converts the difference between the meat pretest and post

teat scores of the group to a percent of the maximum possible difference. If

simply the mean difference is desired then the numerator of [22] can be reported;
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We would recommend; however; that the numerator not be reported to teachers

for purposes of guiding instruction; We would recommend instead making

available to teachers the actual pretest and posttest means.

If a nondichotomously scored item is assigned a passing score; then

Equation [23] can be used to examine the shift in the percent of students

passing from pretest to posttest tithe. This index would be comparable in

interpretation to [21]. If no cutoff score or passing score is needed then

Equation [24] can be used; This equation computes the percent of students

in the class who improved their score on Item i from pretest to posttest

time. Figure 3 shows the data layout for [22], [23], and [24].

Insert Figure 3

Summar. Our recommendations in this section are summarized in Table

We do not provide empirical data on these indices.

Insert Table 7 here

6- Summary of the seriousness of the types of errors pupils committed on an

4,temi; In order to provide remedial instruction, a teacher needs td know the

types of errors and misconceptions a student has; An item analysis program

should provide some way of summarizing for each item the seriousness of the

errors committed by the students at hand. In this way, a teacher can focus

first on those items for whiei students' errors seem to be most 4.n need of

remediation.

Tatsuoka (1981 ) developed a quantitative index of the seriousness of

errors of different types; Her approach is to use an analog of the norm

conformity index,118]i in which students patterns of erroroneous responses

to items are compared against an ideal (and correct) set of steps for

solving a problem or completing a task. The index requires (a) specifying

a task "tree" of procedural steps (similar to task performance networks

developed by cognitive psychologists such as Gagng (1968), Gregg (1976),
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-Prates
Score

yli

y2i

yci

Di

Posttest Score

post i

preYi

Note:

Yli

= v
'Di

Figure 3. Data layout for Equations [22], [23], and [24]; Equation

[22] uses the pre- and posttest means. Equation [23] is
the sum of the proportions in the upper right quadrant.
Equation [24] is the sum of the elements in the upper
triangular portion of the matrix.



Table 7, Recommended item statistics for helping a teacher improve and guide instruction; Identifying

changes in a class' performance on an item after instruction

Type of item

ring:

Dichotomous

(Y 2 04)
ai

Graded or

continuous

'Y 1

i äi -

Basic; Should be included in every item

all possible;

bcommended: Use- Not recommended for

analysis program, if at: fa to include if

(a) research shwa

teachers can use

and (b) micro-

computer has suf

fent muory and

speed.

item analysis pro-

grams serving the

above mentioned

purposes;Routinely present to

or interpret for i

teacher On eV-try test

item.

Make _available to

teachers upon their

request only,

i
D
postpre

-D-

i indgain

D*
1. postpre

i indgain
1

,-

Y Y)
(post I

,

pre

i indgain
.

-

Note: See the text for definitions; formulas, and explanations,
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Greeno (1976), and Resnick (1976).), (b) classify pupils' errors with

respect to types, and (c) analyzing each error type according to the

particular procedural steps that were violated. The Tatsuoka approach is

a useful one, as. demonstrated by her research; but we believe it is too far

ahead of the current capabilities of the typical classroom teacher to be able

tc develop the procedural steps and analyze them in the way necessary to use

her approach. We can conceive of a computer program to do some of this analysis

for the teacher once a procedural task network is specified and pupils' responses

are entered into the computer. We believe that this would be beyond the

practical capability of an item analysis program designed to serve the daily

needs of teachers; We would encourage research efforts along the lines of

Tatsuoka (1981), however;

What seems more in the realm of possibility is to ask a teacher to rate

the seriousness of pupil errors committed on each item and then to sammrize

these for each item by displaying the frequency with which each degree of

seriousness occurs in the class and computing au average of these degrees of

seriousness; A teacher would be requirr:d to rate the degree of seriousness

of the errors committed by each pupil on each item. The indices to be com-

puted are:

where

m (Pli, P2i, .0011 Pji, "'°, Pj/ [25]

r.. [26]

a a teacher's rating of the seriousness of arji

pupil's error(s) on Item i



1, 2,

= indexes the different ratings of a teacher on Item i

= the percent of the class who received an error ratingphi

on Item irji

56

The ratings, rji, can be assigned by the teacher for nonmuItiple-choice

items or by the microcomputer if a teacher specifies the seriousness, ri,

for each option of each multiple-choice items.

Insert Table 8 here

7. Summery-of-the types of errors committed on an item. Instead of, or in

addition to, rating the seriousness of each error type, a teacher could

classify the errors to each item according to type, tji, The item analysis program

can summarize the percent of the class committing each type of errors. Thus,

where

, p(t ),P(tji) = (P(t ) P(t 21 ' P (tji) )

j= 1, 2, ..., J

= indexes the different types of errors

t-- = the jth type of error on the ith item

127J

p(t
Ji

) = the percent of C:e class committing the fth type of error on

Item i.

Since
Ji

likely to be nonmetric, the mean or average error type has no

meaning.

Insert Table 9 here



Table 8. Recommended item statistics for helping a teacher improve and guide instruction: SiimmariXifig

the seriousness of the types of errors pupils committed on an item;

Type _of item

136§1O: ShOuld be inOlnded in every item

all possible;

Recommended: Use.- kl-recommended for

analysis program, if at

-

ful to include if

(a) research shows

teachers can use

and (b) micro-

computer has suf-

ficient memory and

speed.

Wm analysis pro-

grams serving the

Y:iove mentioned

purposes.
Routinely present to

or interpret for a

teacher on every test

item;

Make_ available to

teacheri upon their

request ohly, .

ittatile

Dichotomous

(pat
i Oil)

P(r

ii

)

r-
i

Graded or

continuous

(Mi Y 1
ai - i

P(r )

it

r-
ei

Note: See the text for definitions; formulas; and explanations.
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Table 9. Recommended_item statistics for helping a teacher improve and guide instruction: Summarizing

the types Of errors Committed by students on an item.

Type of item

scoring,!

Dichotomous

(Y - 04)
ai '"

Graded or

continuous

(m Y 1
- ai -

Basic: Should be included in every item

all possible.

FIR.1=.11
Ricvmmended: Use- Not recommended for----__.

analysis program; !,f at fa te intlUdi_if

(a) research shows

tiathers can use

and (b) micro-

computer hiS suf-_

fitient Stet-city and

speed.

item analysis pro-

grams serving the

above mentioned

purposes.

....._________________

Routinely present to

or interpret for a

tqfcher on every test

:em.

Makeavailableto_

teachers upon their

request only;

P(t -)

ii

P-
(tji)

.

Note: Se the text for definitions; formulas; and explanations.
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Rewriting Individual Test Items

59

In this section we review a number of item statistics for conveying

the information in Table 1 in the category of rewriting or revising a

particular test item. We take into account a little more of the sampling

distributions of these s'Latistics because if a teacher is revising an iteM,

the teacher expects the iem to perform in a certain way in the future. We

consider sampling distributions in a more empirical way in a later section

of this report;

Table 10 prcvla a lxs,t and a brief description (DIE several statistical

indices which have 4.om. potential value for prcviding information for teachers

seeking to use pupil data to revise items and which have some possibility of

being computed via a Microcomputer. Belly-, we describe ea'h of these statistics

in more detail, pointing to the advantages and disadvantages of providing them

as part of a microcomputer item analysis program for classroom teachers.

Insert Table 10 here

1. Extent of item-objective-congruence. If an item does not fit a teacher's

instructional objective it should be revised; Item-objective congruence can

be judged by a teacher or by a group of teachers. If an individual teacher

rates the item-objective congruence we designate it:

Kji
2. the rating of the degree of correspondence

Of Item i to Objective j by Teacher k

We suggest that a rating scale be developed for a teacher to use in which ae

numbers on the rating scale have verbal anchors describing various degrees

of correspondence. An alternative procedure is to use sore adaptation of

the Mager (1973) scheme for judging item-objective congruence; perhaps

quantifying the rating in a manner similar to the error seriousness measure

of Tatsuoka (1981). We suggest that this latter approach be further explored*

but recommend for the moment that [28] be used as a simple rating as described
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Table 10. Statistical item data potentially useful for helping a teacher

rewrite individual test items;

ype of information a teacher Possible statistical indices

could use

1. Extent of item-objective

congruence

kji
An individual teacher's rating

of the degree to which an item

thatches a specified instruc-

tional objective.

Index of item-objective con-

gruence (Rovinelli & Hambleton;

1977); The average rating of

several judges as to whether

item i matches objective k.

. Extent of item instruc- *- At vidual teacher's ratingRki

tional event congruence of the degree to which an item

corresponds to what the teacher

taught in class or what the

students were expected to study.

Milt* The median rating of students as
ksi

to whether the teacher or

learning materials taui,ht the

content on which the item was

based.



Table 10; (tont.)
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3. Vocabulary level of Readability grade level of an

an item; item as determined from a

readability formula.

Percenz of words ou a defined

grade-level list.

Mean percent of students at a

particular grade-level passing

a word-meaning test for the

target words in the item.

4. teen difficulty level The fraction or percent of the

entire class passing a

dichotomously scored item.

The mean item score, of the

entire CIUSG for an item that

is scored in a graded or

continuous way.

Pi The mean item score; Xi;

expressed as a percent of the

maximum possible item score.

bi The difficult,/ par/meter of

an Item calibrated via a

latent trait model.
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Table 10. (cont.)

5. Item discrimination Di The net D discrimination index

level (Johnson, 1951); Difference

between the percent passing in

the upper and lower scoring

pupils in the class.

The biserial correlation betyeen

item score and total score;

The discrimination parameter of

an item calibrated via a latent

trait model.

ibis

a

6. :Idattification of poor

distractors

(PUii PLji
For each option j of item i,

the difference between the pro-

portion of upper and lower

scoring pupils choosing that

option.

The option j for which the

fraction of lower scoring

pupils choosing that option

equals zero.

7. Identification of

ambiguous alternatives

Two options, j and 3', for

which the same number or per-

cent of u7,er scoring pupil3

choose these cptions and for

which these percents are larger

than the percents for other

Alternatives,
1?Uki;
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Table 10, (cont.)

Identification of

miskeyed items

zwx(p
U g . i >1LTki

The option j may be miskeyed

if the percent of the upper

scoring group choosing it;

max(p 4.) is greater than

the percent of the upper

scoring group choosing the

keyed option, putii.

Identification of

patterns of guessing

among knowledgeable

students

SSQ± Frequency chi-square to

testing the goodness of fit

of the observed proportion

of the upper group choosing

each opt!on, puji, to a

uniform distribution.
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above.

Reliability of rating item-objective congruence is gained by having

several teachers (or other content experts) judge each item; Hambleton

(1980) reviews several methods: (a) rating all possible item-objective

pairings (Rovinalli and Hambietoni 1977), (b) rating scalei and (c) matching

task. The latter consists of having each teacher attempt to match up the

teat items on one list with the objectives on another. Items for which there

exists a lot of disagreement in matching among the teachers are revised; The

rating scale method consists of presenting teachers with a list of test items

already matched to objectives and asking teachers to judge the degree of

correspondence between each item and its corresponding objective. Items for

which the median rating is low and/or for whiCh the variance of the ratings

is large are revised. We prefer the rating procedure t--. the matching pro-

cedure because it seems to be a simpler ask for teachers and rather straight

forward and it asks teachers to judge the extent to which they believe that

items already sorted into categories by objeoAves have been properly sorted.

Disadvantages of the rating technique are (a) that someone has to do an

initial matching of the items and the objectives and (b) it does not allow

every item to be compared to every objective; It sometimes happens in

practice that items will correspond better to objectives for which they were not

supposed to match; Thil rating procedure does not allow for this anomally

to bedetected;) When the rating prodedure is used we recommend that the

median rating be the summary index.

Mi a median rating of the correspondence Item i

ji
to Objective j by several teachers
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The Rovinelli and Hitbleten (1977) procedure for judging item-domain

congruence seems to be the most thorough of the three procedures; It

requires that each teacher in the group judge each item against each objective

and rate each pairing as: +1 if the item definitely measures the objective,

0 if the teacher is undecided about the match, or -1 if the item definitely

does not measure the objective. A large number of comparisons are required.

for example; there are 10 objectives with 3 items per objective; there

are 300 (2= x 3) items x 10 objectives) pains to judge. A disadvantage of

this technique is that because of the number of comparisons to be madej

it is very time cotsuming; We prefer it; however; to the racing method if

time permits its use because it does allow all items and objectives to be

reviewed;

The method is implemented by collecting the ratings and entering them

into the formula beloW. The numerical value of the index obtained from the

formulafcit each tent item does not depend on the number of objectiVet or

the number of teache-s doing tier. rating. The index ranges in value from

-1;00 to 41;00; A value of 0.00 indidatet that teachers cannot agree that

Item i matches Objective j; a valde of +1,00 indicates that all teachers

agree that Itet i matches Objective j; and -1;00 indicates that all teadherS

agree that Itet i does hbt- match Objective j; The formula given by ReVitelli

and Hambleton is:

K

k
Rkji j=lk= 1

2(J 1)K

K

i
+
k=

X

1 [30]
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where

i = index number of the item

j = 1, 2, J indexes the objectives

k = 1, 2, K indexes the teachers

= -1, 0, +1

= the rating of the kth teacher of the degree of correspondence

of the ith item to the jth objective

When using 129j, a cut-off value, C , is specified. Any item for which Iji

Cji is revised to match the objective better.

Summary, Table 11 summarizes our recommaaddtions here. We do not provide

further empirical data for these indices.

Insert Table 11 here

2. Fxtent of item-inatructionLa event congruence. An item should be revised

if it does not correspond to what the teacher taught or what the students were

assigned to study. We call this the item-instructional even congruence: The

teacher, the students, or both can be asked to judge the degree to which an

Item corresponds to the instructional events of the classroom. We list two

indices below,

the kth teacher's rating of the degree

of correspondence of Item i to what was

taught to the students

Mdn mcdian rating of the students in the kth L321
Rfr-,
KSi

teacher's class as to whether the material

in Item i was taught by the teacher or

covered by the macerials!
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)1e 11. Recommended item statistics to use to help a teacher revise individual test items: Extent

of item-objective congruence.

e of item

ring:

Basic: Should be included in every item

analysis program, if at all possible.
Recommended:_ Use Not recommided for
ful to intlUde_if

(A) research shows

teachers can use

and (b) micro-

computer has Suf-_

ficient lemory and

speed;

item vo-
grams serving to

abbV4 mentioned

purposes.-,tinely present to

:: interpret for a

teacher on every test

item.

Make available to

teachers upon their

request only

hotomous

= OM
i

Rid i
Mdn-

Rji
I
ii

(see text)

led or

itinuous
<y < 1_1
- di - i'

Rkj I
Mdn:

R ,-

ii
ii
I

(see text)

See the text for definitions, formulas, and explanations.
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In order to implement [31] and [32] rating scales need to be developed;

We suggest a 4 or 5 point rating scale that has verbal anchors describing

various degrees of overlap with instructional events; We also suggest that

different scales be developed for students and teachers. Items receiving

a low rating by the teacher may need to be revised (e.g., if the item came

from a set provided by the textbook publisher), or the teacher may have to

alter the instruction. If students do not perceive the item as related to

what they were taught or studied (i.e., median rating is low) then a teacher

may fteed to discuss the item with the stud:azs before deciding whether to

revise it;

Summary. Table 12 summarizes our recommendations.

Insert Table 12 here

3: \roc& Several indices are suggested in Table 10

to judge the appropriateness of the wording of an item. Several readability

formulas exist and some could presumably be implemented via a microcomputer.

For each itemione applies a readability formula to obtain the items readability

grade level* ri. Readability formulas, however, require several long passages

to be analyzed (e.g., Fry (1979) or Bormuth (1969)) Even when long passages

are analyzed, some reading specialists question the validity of these for

mulas (e;g;, Instructional Objectives Exchange, 1980).

When readability formulas are discounted, about the only alternative

left is to use a word list of some type. Wordlists attempt to identify the

pool of words that are appropriate to use on tests (and other materials)

designed for students at a particular grade level. Several approaches have

been used to develop word lists (I0X, 1980): (a) tabulating the words
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Table 12. Recommended item statistics to use to help a teacher revise individual iteals: extent of item

instructional event congruence;

Type of item
item.

Basic: Should be included in every item

analysis program, if at all possible,

Routinely present to

or interpret for a

teacher on every test

Dichotomous

(Y .

ai
0

'

1)

'ki

Make available to

teachers upon their

request only.

Mdna*

ksl

Graded or

continuous

(m Y 1 )

id
MdnRi

kSi

Note: See the text for definitions, formulas, and explanations,

82

Recommended: Use-

ful to include If

(a) research shows

teachers can use

and (b) micro.

compute: los suf..

fitient memory and

speed.

Not recommended for

item analysis pro-

grams serving the

above mentioned

Purposes.
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appearing at -si2h grade level in published reading textbooks series

(a;g;; Taylor; et al.; 197°' (b) listing the words at each grade level

that students know the mealt-, of (e.g., Dale and O'Rourke, 1976)i (c)

tabulating the frequency with which words appear in general reading materials

(such as newspapers and magazines ) (e.g., Carroll, Davies, and Richman,

1971; Sakiey and Fry, 1979), and (d) some combinitiov of (a) through (c)

(e.g., Rix, 1980);

One could tabulate for each mazer the number of words in the item that

are on a particular list at a particular grade-level and convert this to

a percent;

where

n- = tLtmber of words in Item3i that are found on the
gi

appropriate list of eligiblo words for that grade

level, g.

total number of :cords in Item i,

[33j

If this percent is less than some specified level (perhaps 1.30) the item

would be revised.

Some word lists were developed b; Asking stodeats to check tho words

they knew the meaning of or by giving students muitiple-choice vocabulary

tests to determine: knowledge, The percent "passing" each word is

then Iistech If a cast item's words are Checked against such a list for

a particular grade, and the percent of students in the norm group passing

each woru recorded then, one index for the vocabulary level of an item

8
would be

I

_gi

l341

gi

k =
gi

1



where

r)1( i
percent of the norm group at Grade g knowing

the meaning of Word k in Item i

K-
g

= the number of words in Item i which were

located on the particular word list for

Grade g

g = 2, . 12 indexes the grade level

k = 1, 2, Kgi indexes the words found in the list

A disadvantage of 1331 is that an item may contain words not on the

scribed word list which are either (a) above the grade level intended for

the item or (b) suitable for the grade level. Thus, if r*- is less th
gi

no immediate course of action can be recommended except- to check the -Yctabcli:ry.

Disadvantagesof(a)K_gi may be quite a bit lower than n- and

(b) the values of
kgi

may based on a not-Li group that is not approe?-.te

for the local pupils. A dtsadvantage of both [13] that: is takes

a long time to have a microcomputer check the ocabulary level of an item

since each word in the item has to be euecked against a long list of 6-4itable

f7,- target words. Further; the test Item itself would have to entered into the

microcomputer (i.e.; an item bank would be needed).

Of the two procedures for checking word lists, we recommend [331

its interpretation is likely to be somewhat easier for teachers. We suggest

that items be flagged for teachers and that the words no en the word list

be listed (or otherwise identified) for the teacher; Since a computer program

for doing this type of word processing and checking may not be feasible for a
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small microcomputer, we recommend that it not be incorrorated into a

typical item analysis package destined for a computer with small memory.

Summary. Our recommendations in this area are summarized in Table 13;

laaert Table 13 here

. Item difficulty level; The item diff42uIty level indices liste(

Table 10 are the same ones listed in Table 2 (except there are fewer iricei

in Table 10). Our recommendations for item iifficulty indices are listed in

Table 14. These are essentially the same as the recommendations in Table 3.

For purposes of identifying items that should be considered for revision, it

seems better to look at the overall difficulty of the item in the class.

We would not recommend usine, b-- the item difficulty level of a latent

trait model; for identifying teacher-made items in need of revision. Latent

trait models (Lord, 1980; Rasch, 1960; Wright & Stone, 1979) offer another

conception of item difficulty: The point on a number line representing the

unr,er17ing latent at which the slope of the item response curve is

maximum. Large samples cf pupil responses are needed to calibrate items

using latent models; While some l7.rge school districts have the

capacity to calibrate pools ciE items, most do not, Classroom minrseomputer-1

are unlikely to have the kind of computing capacity needed to calibrate ens.

Further, many ,:l.assroom teachers would have difficulty because the coacei.

of latent trait and item response functions are not commonly used. Additionally,

there is no compelling educational or psychological reason to believe that

single objectives (or other instructional domains) ouOt to be unidimensional

(cf.; Nitko. 1.974)i a requirement needed in ort'ir for latent trait theory

be applied. Thus, although items pre-calibrated by latent trait methods car

$b



Table 13. Recommended item statistics to use tie help a teacher rewrite or revise items; Vocabulary

level of an item

Type of item

scoria_:

Basic:_ Should be included in every item

analysis program; if at all possible.

Routinely present to Make_available to
or interpret for a teachers upon their
teacher on every test requo% only.
item.

Dichotomous

(Yai °;')

Recommende0: Use--
ful to include if

(a) res,mrch shows

teachers can use

and (b) micro-

computer has suf-

ficieni: memory and

Speed.

Not recommended for

item analysis pro-

grams serving the

above mentioned

purposes.

3raded or

continuous

i
Ya- 1-)

- -

gi

)L.;!; See the text for definitions; F.,rowdas; eiad explanations.
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be employed in the c17.ssroomi this method is unlikely to be of widespread

practical value to teachers in the revision of test items.

Summary. Table 14 summarizes our recommendations. We dis,:.uss samPling

fluctuations of pi these statistics in a later part of this paper.

Insert Table 14 here

5; discriminaon level. The following are the definitions of the

statistics listed in Pat J or Table 10 along with a few additional ones.

Di PUi PLi

-
Li. U

D =
Yi

i 1-
i

- m-

Y = 0 1
ai

135]

< Y_- < l
ei i

74i_kl -pi)

yi
, Y 0 1

ai

r
Y-

Ji
Oi(1=Pi) Y-- = 0, 1

i pbis s ai

[36]

[37]

[38]

= discrimination parameter of a latent (391

In the above formias:

Pui-

trait model Yai = Oi I

percent of the upper or higbr scoring (on the total

test) group of students who answer Item i correctly

percent of the lz,.:4=t- scol.ing (on the total test)

group of Students who answer Item i correctly
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Fable 14. (A), ..ded itum ,-tatistics to use to help a teacher rewrite or revise items: Item
c7ei

Type_of item

1.51614g1-

Dichotomous

(Yai -- 0;1)

L

Ffcict Should be included in every item

.:aalysis program; :1 at all possible;

7.66tinely present to

or _interpret for a

teacher on every test

item;

Make available to
teachers upon their

request only.

RetomMended:_ Uie-

ful to include if

(a) research shows

teachers can use

and (b) titre=

computer has

ficient memory and

speed.

Not recommended for

item analysis pro-

grams serving the

above mentioned

purposes.

Graded or

continuous

(m Y- 1-)
- ai -

Pi
Y-

ote: See the text for definitions; formulas; and explanations.
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Xi = mean total test score of the students who

answered Item i correctly

.

= mean total test- -ore of tue -.;hoXoi

answered It Tncrfcrectly

n- = difficulty ...sex of Item i defined by

Equation [1]

Ui = mean score on Item i of the upper or higher

scoring (on 'Ale total test) group of students

Li
. mean score on Item i of the lower scori-Ig

(on the total test) group of students

= standard dev_lation of the total test scoresSx

of the students

y- = ordinate of the normal curve c,:.:responding

to the area equal t Pi

Traditionally, item discrtl.mation refers to the extent to whic' an

item Is able to differentiate among individuals with various levels 7 wt.1

test performance. Most e_assroom test constructit,;,. textbooks reconmen,.:

usirg the net D index, [35], for dic;v:-Jmously scored .tems because it

easily computed and understood by teachars. Ortgftally ..coposed by A.

Pemberton Johnson (1951)i this index has thc.advantage of describing the

fraction of net correct discriminations an item makes (Findley, 1956).

Here, a correct discriminatior. means that the item is answered. correctly

by a high scoring examinee and incorrectly by a low scoring examinee. (The

index has been shc..:n cn have good properties when used to select items for

purposes of measuring relative achievement (White; Feldt, & Sabers, 1975)).
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The use of 1351, and any index described in this section for that

matter; for the purpose of dumain=tefetanded clan room test item revision

is not immediately Cleat, bUt as we if on a particular

item low scoring pupils do better than high scoring pupils (i.e., the item

discriminates negatively): tr item needs to be studied more carefully befote

the teacher decides to keap it intact or to revise it (e.g., Popham & Husek,

1969). It would be a sensible 9tandard pradtice to revise items that have

discrimination indices beloW zero regardless of the purpose of the test;

unless there is some compelling reason not to;

Equation [36] was suggested by Whitney and Sabers (1970) as a counter-

part to [351 for items sco*-ad in a graded or continuous manner. It expresses

the mean difference between the upper and lower scoring groups as a percent

maximum possible score, li; the minimum

possible score, mi, for Item i. An alter-tate version of [361 which makes its

meaning clearer is

D' = P- - P
i Ui Li

[36a]

where Plu and PLi are computed for the upper and lower scoring groups in a

manner similar to Equation E21;

Equations [37] and [38] are correlational indides of item discrimination.

For our purposes here, they are considered for the purpose of identifying

poorly discriminating item that would be idiantified and flagged for revision

by a teaChet. Thorndike (1982) reviews the characteristics of tb,. biserial

and point biteril correlations as it 4!acrimination indices (particularly

as they relate to il=e7ting items for stalidai:dIzed tests). The point biserial

is affected by the in liftiz,,ltY, 0-- WhiCh curtails the possible range

of TI-914 its valUe is CtinfOUneed witi' item difficulty; The 4.rois

93
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is not as confounded with item difficulty; but for small samples and

in skewed distributions; its numerical value can go beyond the bounds of

+1 and -1. The biserial correlation cannot be used in the standard formulas

for estimating total test statistics from item statistics.

The disadvantages of the point biserial and biserial correlations would

argue against using them to identify items for a teacher to consider re-

writing; Net Di [35], seems to be a more straightforward statistic to

compute and interpret to teachers; We note; however; that net D is also

confounded with the iterr lifficulty level; pi (Ebel; 1979).

WewouldnotrecorimIndusingthelatenttraitpararsieteriforai,

identifying items for tCtchers to rewrite, for reasons similar to those

offered for not recom,: -ding, bi. It should be noted that if ai were to be

used, its use would limited to precalibrated items of the two- and three-

parameter models; Eqw-otions [7] and [8], since in the one-parameter model

all a-values are equal.

With the exception of 135 all the above mentioned discrimination

indices are used only with dichotomously scored items. Graded or continuously

scored items can be analyzed with correlation analogues of the biserial and

point biserial correlations; namely; the polyserial and point poiyserial

correlations (Olsson; Drasgow; & DOrans; 1982), respectively.

Summary. We summarize our recomneydations for this section in Table 15.

We provide some empirical data on these statistics in a subsequent section.

Insert Table 15 here

. Identification of poor distractors. The distractions of a multiple-

choice item have a specific function: appear as plausible answers to those
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Table 15. Recommended item statistics to use to help a teacher rewrite or revise items: Iktifyitig

poorly or negatively discriminating items.

Type of item

scoring:

Dichotomous

(Y 0,1)
a1

Graded or

continuous

(m <Y <1)
al i

Basic: Should be included in every item

analysis program, if at all possible.

Recommended: Use- Not recommended for

161 to include if

(a) research shows

teachers can use

and (b) micro =

computer haH silf

ficient hienöry And'

speed.

item analysis pro-

grams serving the

above mentioned

purposes;
Routinely present to

or interpret for a

tedcher on every test

item.

Make available to

teachers upon their

request only;

Di
r_

i biS
1

i

t

ptbis

a

--/

Di i ptpolySetial

r_
i polyserial

Note: See the text for definitions, formulas, and explanations;

96'
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students who do not have the degree of knowledge needed to choose the

correct answer to the item. Since it is in the lower group that we would

expect to find those lacking the requisite degree of knowledge, we would

expect the item data from the lower group to provide information about

poorly functioning distractors. One of two definitions of a properly

functioning distractor is often used: (a) a distractor is properly function-

in if more persons in the lower group than in the upper group choose it and

(b) a distractor is properly functioning if at least one person in the lower

group chooses it Improperly functioning distractors are either revised,

replaced; or removed from the item. The following equations are consistent

with these two definitions:

where

D(d- ) = (d d ..., d) , Y- = 0
2i' hi ai '

PLji ' 'rad_ 0, 1

dji PUji PLji

j = 1, 2, ..., hindexes the options of an

h-option muItiple-choice item, j 0 correct

answer

puji = the proportion of the students in the upper

scoring group choosing Distractor j of Item i

Lji
= the proportion of the students in the lower

scoring group choosing Distractor j of Item i

[40]

[41]

[41a]

Equation [40] provides the set of differences between the proportion

choosing each distractor. If cl;-: < 0, then Distractor j would be flagged for
J=
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the teacher to consider revising. Equation [41] considerS only the lower

group and looks for a Distractor j for which p = O. When thi8 criterion

is met, the Distractor j is flagged.

Of the two formulas, we prefer [40] since it will identify more dis-

tractors for the teacher to review. In particular, d-- may be less than or

equal ;to zero even if some persons in the lower group choose Distractor j.

The fact that more upper than lower scoring pupils choose an incorrect option

should be brought to the teacher's attention.

Some standardized test developers use the biserial or point biseriaI

correlation between total test score and choosing Distractor j as an index

Of distractor quality. We do not recommend this for the analysis of teacher

made test items for two reasons: (a) because of those reasons specified

previously in connection with the discrimination index,and (b) because when

net D is used as a discrimination index, the data are set up in a way to make

140] simple to compute.

Werecommendalsothat-PUji
and p-.- be made available to the teacher

upon request.

Summary: Table 16 summarizes our recommendations for this section;

Insert Table 16 here

7. Tdettification of ambiguous alternatives. Here we seek td identify

multiple-choice items that contain ambiguous alternatives. Our definition

of ambiguous is similar to that of Sax (1980): Two alternatives of a multiple-

choice item, j and j', are said to be ambiguous if the same percent of the

upper scoring students choose j and j'; and if this percent is the largest

percent among the alternatives. One expression for this relation :

puji a > puii V (j, k) of Item i = 0, 1 [42]
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Tal,le 16, Recommended item statistics to use tO help a teacher rewrite or revise items: Identifying

poor distrattors

Type of item

scoring:

DiChotomous

(Y 0 0-' 1)

ai

Graded or

continuous

(m 1
i - ai i

Basic: Should be included in eVetY item

all poSfl.b16.

Recommended: Use- Not recommended fo,_,-...

analysts program; if at ful to include if

(a) research shows

teachers can use

and (b) micro-

computer has suf-

fitiont MeMory and

speed,

item analysis pro-

grams serving the

above mentioned

purposes;

----------

Routinely present to

or interpret for a

teacher JR every test

laM,

Make available to

teachers upon their

request only;

__.

D(dji) P-

i

PLji = 0

(see text also)

Note: See the text fot defihitions; formulas; and explanations,
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where

(Puli' Pu2i' Uki '

0.3

= the proportion of the

upper scoring group

choosing each distracter

We know of no particular index other than [42] or some function of [42j that

is suitable for this purpose;

Insert Table 17 here

8. Identification of miskeyed items. We define miskeying to have

occurred when the teacher inadvertantly scores an incorrect alternative as

the correct answer to Item i for all students. Under this conditions,

the largest percent of upper scoring students would choose the right answer

to Item i, but it would be marked wrong. This can be specified as follows:

where

max(P
Uji PUki

Y
ai

= 0- 1

2, ..., h indexes the alternatives

to Item i

ptii = the proportion of the upper group choosing

Alternative j of Item i

[43]

p-- = the proportion choosing the keyed alternative,
Uki

k, of Item i

j k

As with Equation [42j, we know of o other indices other than; perhaps,

simple transformations of [43];

Insert Table 18 here

of



Table 17. Recommended item statistics to use to help a teacher rewrite or revise items: Identifying

ambiguous distraCtors

Type of item

scoring:

Dichotomous

(Y_ 0,1)
ai

Graded or

continuous

(m Y 1
ai

kat: Should be ih-cliided in every item

all possible;

Ramada: Use- Not recommended for
analysis program, if at ful to include If

(a) research shows

teachers can use

and (b) micro-

computer has suf-

fiCient memory and

Speed,

ita analysis pro-

grams serving the

above mentioned

purposes;

_______

Routinely present to

or interpret for a

teacher on every test

item.

NakeaVailable to

teachers upon their

request only

> P U---
i

P
Uii ki

Note: See the text for definitions, formulas; and explanations;
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Table 18. Recommended item statistics to use to help a teacher rewrite or revise items: Identifying
ambiguous distractors

Type of item

zstotirt

Dichotomous

ai

Craded or

continuous

(m Y 1
ai

Basic: Should be included in every item

all possible.

Recommended: Use- Not_ recommended for

analysis program; if At ful to include if

(a) research shows

teachers can use

and (b) micro-

computer has suf-

ficient memory and

speed,

item analysis pro-

grams serving the

above mentioned

purposes;
Routinely present to

or interpret for a

teather on every test

item:

Make available to

teachers upon their

request only;

Uji Uki

Mote: See the text for definitions; formulas, and explanation
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9. Identification . 1e students.

Here we want to use an index that would allow us to flag an item for a teacher

if the pattern of responses to it indicated that students who should know the

answer to the item are behaving in a random fashion. Two indices of possible

guessing behavior that are consistent with this purpose are the following.

where

RUi

-p log2 (p
ji

)
ji observed

-log2(1/(hi-1)) maximum

D_-
Obsenred

D7 =
i

maximum

p -i

h

Hu. th- ft_
uji

nU
uii

n
UJ

proportion of the entire class choosing Distractor j

of Item i

hi = the number of alternatives for Item i

n--- = the number of students in the upper scoring group who

chose alternative j on Item i

= number of students in the upper scoring group

1441

[45]

Equation 1441 is known as the relative uncertainty index and WAS suggested

by Pike and Flaugher (1970). This index takes on values between 0.00 and 1.00

and reflects the extent to which examinees respond in a manner that would pro-

duce a flat (uniform) distribution of p- values over the distractors (wrong

answers) of a multiple- choice item. The RU- index has been used successfully

to study guessing pattersn in several standardized tests; the PSAT (Pike &

0
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Flaugher; 1970), the GRE (Pike; 1980), the 3R'S (Rhampalikit; 1982); and

the Joint College Entrance Examination of Taiwan (Hsu & Khampalikit; 1980);

It was also used to study a college level classroom test (Hsu & Liou; 1982)

but with less success. A ma or problem that occurs with RUi is that pji

cannot be equal to zero when computing the log; Thus; if all students can

eliminate one distractor; RUi cannot be computed. This is particularly

problematic for classroom tests. A second diffi&ulty With using RUi as

stated in [44] is that is considers all students, not just upper group

students. We would expect the lower scoring students tc guess on classroom

tests and teachers may well encourage them to do so. It is in the upper

scoring group of students that we believe we should find patterns indicating

that they are responding in a more informed manner. Pike and Flaugher do

suggest that [44] be computed for various subgroups, but again as the

number of responses to each alternative become fewer, the computation and

interpretation of [44] becomes problematic;

Equation [45] is an adaptation of the Huynh (1983) index defined by

Equation [14]. Although we found [141 not to be practical for identifying

items exhibiting teacher-pupil discrepancies, the adaptation, [45]; seems

useful for the purposes of this section. We substitute for t-- in [141

the expected frequenCy of choices for each alternative if the upper group

responded randomly /10. The value of D7- is near zero if the students
LTOO,

do respond randomly and is one if studenta din not respond randomly. Note

that unlike the relative tan-Certainty index, D7i, considers (a) only the

upper scoring group and (b) all alternatives; not just the distractors.

We believe thead characteristics to be advantages since (a) it is when the

upper group begins to guess randomly that a teacher 'S attention should be
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drawn to the item and (b) if the upper group is randomly guessing their

guesses will include the possibility of choosing the correct alternative

as well as.the distractors.

Still a third index could be computed (this is given in Table 10); the

frequency chi-square for testing the goodness of fit to a uniform distribution

of the response pattern of the upper group to all alternatives; This equation

is

hi
2I (nu

i
(n ji/h ))

j
SSQi =

=1

/h )
uji i

[46]

where niiji and hi are as defined for [44] and [45]. We believe [46 ] to be

too variable With small nuji so that if a strictly statistical chi-square

criterion is used to decide whether the pattern of responses is uniform the

user would be subject to committing a Type II error with high probability.

Summary. Table 19 summarizes our recommendations that Equation [45J

be used to identify items where guessing may be occurring among the upper

group.

Selecting

Insert Table 19 here

We presented the rationale that will guide our review of item statistics

for purposes of improving the total test score properties on pages 13-16.

In this section we review several statistical indices and make recommendations

concerning which should be included in a microcomputer item analysis program

for classroom testing.

We assume in this section that the indices will be used to select itemsi
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Table 19. Recommended item statistics to use to help a teacher rewrite or revise items: Identifying

patterns of guessing among knowledgeable students

Type of item

scoring:

Dichotomous

(Y
i

0-1)
a '

Graded or

continuous

(m 1
ai - i

att: Should be Included in every item

all posable.

Recommended: Use- Not recommended for

analysis program, if at ful to include if

(a) research shows

teachers can use

and (b) micro-

computer has suf-_

ficient memory and

speed;

item analysis pro-

grams serving the

Above mentioned

purposes;Routinely present to

or interpret for a

teacher on every test

item.

Make available to

teachers upon their

request only;

D7-
i

*

._.

RU-
i

SSQ1

. _

Note: See the text for dainition§, formulas, and explanations;

19
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rather than for trying to improve tnstruction by reviewing items or trying

to obtain information about which items need to be revised. We are assuming

also that the items have been revised and tried out so that the statistics

(or the data for the statistics) are available. Thus, the items exist in

some pool or bank and that the item analysis program Will compute and

interpret certain statistical indices associated vith each item;

We assume that a teacher will use different classroom tests for different

purposes as we outlined on pages 13 and 14; Among other things this means

that item statistics will need to be used in combination in order to select

items to put on any particular test. The reader is urged to keep this in

mind when reading below, because we initially focus on each category of item

statistic separately.

Table 20 lists several'item analysis statistics which seem on the sur-

face to be suitable for our purposes here. Below we will review them.

Insert Table 20 here

1. Item discrimination level. The three item discrimination indices in

Table 20 have been defined and discussed previously (Equation [35] [39])

for other purposes. Here we note that it seems most appropriate to use net

D as specified in [35] and [36] for most classroom tests in a way that we

will describe shortly; We do not recommend the correlational indices
i
r
ptbis

and
i b
r-

iS'
or their polyserial counterparts.

We do recommend, however, that if the teacher has access to an item

bank containing items calibrated on a two-parameter or three-parameter latent

trait model (Equations [7] or [8]) that the item discrimination index; a-- be

used It would not be possible for a small microcomputer to compute ai for

classroom tests; but if a- were already available, it possible to create
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Table 20. Statistical item data potentially useful for helping a teacher

select items to put on a classroom test.

Type of information a teacher

could use Possible statistical indices

1. Item discrimination level Di Same as Table 10

r
biS Same as Table 10

Same as Table 10

Item difficulty level p-
i

Same as Table 10

T
i

Same as Table 10

P. Same as Table 10
I

bi Same as Table 10

3. Relation of the item to Rkji Same as Table 10

test blueprint and/or lji Same as Table 10

domain specification ID
kli

A code for the location of the

item in a content by objectives

grid (i.e., test blueprint)

4. Estimated total test

ti

X Estimated mean of the total

statistics test scores when the items

selected so far are used.

Estimated standard deviation

of the total test scores when

the items selected so far are

used.

KR20 Estimated Kuder-Richardson

test reliability when the

items selected so frr are used.



a program that would help teachers choose items. This program should use

both a; and bi (i.e.; the latent trait item difficulty index) to help a teacher

design a test for measuring relative achievement 'Ising the item information

function (=XP(%)i)

Our recommendations in this area are summarized in Table 21;

Insert Table 21 here

2. Item difficulty level. Item difficulty indices have been discussed

previously and our recommendations for other purposes summarized it Table 3

and 14. Our recommendation for item difficulty indices it this section are

the Sate as those for Table 14; except that sae would recommend that the

latent trait parameter bi be incorporated into the item analysis program

in the manner suggested above for using a-- the latent trait item discrim-
i'

tnation index;

Insert Table 22 here

3. Ralatiou_of_item to test blueprint and/or domain specification.

Our recommendations for these congruence indices are listed in Table 11

and as Equation [28] through [30]. We note here that in addition to a rating

of how well a teat item matches at objective; it is necessary to identify

the content topic and level of understanding covered by each test item.

This is not a statistic per se; but it is an index number that helps the

teacher to identify the item and to check a test's balance of coverage.
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Table 21, Recommended item statistics to use to help teachers select items to put on a classroom test:

Item discrimination indices

Type of item

-stbriftg:

Basic: Should be included in every item

all possible,

Recommended; Use- Not recommended fo-

analysis programi if at ful to include if

(a) research S hows

teachers can use

and (b) micro

computer has suf-_

ficient memory and

speed;

item analysis pro-

grams serving the

above mentioned

OUrposes;

i
r-
bis

r
i ptbis

Make available to

teachers upon their

request only,

------------------
Routinely present to

or interpret for a

teacher on every test

iteta;

------------------------
DiDichatamouS

(Yai i Oil)

Graded or

continuous

(mi

-

_ < yai < 1 )

- i

I

M

i

r

ptpolyserial

i polyserial

Note: See the text for definitioa, formulas,
and explanations related to Equations [35] [39];
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Table 22, Recommended item statistics to nse to help teachers select items to put on a classroom ten:

Stem difficulty indices

Type of item

scorin

Dichotomous

ciai oil)

Graded or

continuous

(m Y 1
ai

Usk: Should be included_ in every item

all 0-datable.

Recommended: Use- Not recommended, foillimMm

analysis program, if at
;

ful to include if

(i) research shows

teachers can use

and (b) Mitt-6=

computer has sUf=_

ficient memory and

speed;

item analysis pro-

grams serving the

above mentioned

purposes.
Routinely present to

or interpret for a

teacher on every test

item.

Make available to

teachers upon th; 't

request only

i

i

Yd

Note: See the text for definitions, formulas, and explanations related to Equations 111 - [3) and

[6] - [8);



Wr call this index number:

= index number of the Lth item
inkli

in relation to the ltb topic

in the unit and the kth level

of understanding

Insert Table 23 here
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[47]

4; Using combinations of indices to select IteMS-fer clastveem-tests;

The item statistics identified above cannot be used independently; but must

be used in combination. The particular combinations to use depend on the

type of decisions for which the test is to be used and; in particular; on

whether the test is to be used to measure absolute of relative achievement

and whether partial or complete ordering IS desired. If la*ent trait

parameters are available and the measurement of relative achievement is

desired; then the mitre-computer program can use ai; b-- and c- in.connectien

with the item information function ':(3 help design a test that will provide

the most information possible at certain ability leVela. Lord (1980) pre-.

vides guidelines for this process.

But most teachers will not have access to items precalibrated by latent

trait methodS. Rather, they will have items for which are avai/able simply

item difficUlty; item discrimination; and some indication of whi,,t the item

is measuring. We recommend that the item analysis prog am incorporate some

rules of thumb that will help the teacher to select items using the latter

statistical indices when the test purpose is specified. Table 24 summarizes

the rules of thumb we recommend. The rules of thumb in this table are den-=

sistent with modern concepts of item analysis and test design as these Lave



de 23; Recommended item statistics to use to help teachers select items to put on a classroom test:
Relation of the 'Lem to the test blueprint and/or domain specification

eof item
ring:

hotomous

Oil)

Jed Or

ltinuous

<

ai -
1

- '

BASic: Should be included in every item

all possible;

_

iletttmended:_ Use= Not recommended fo
analysis program; if at ful to include if

(a) research shows

teachers can use

and (b) micro-

computer has suf-

ficient memorj and

speed.

item analysis pro-

grams serving the

abbVd Mentioned

purposes.Routinely present to

or interpret for a

teecher on every test

item;

MAke_available to

teachers upon their

request only.

ilkji

ID
kli

Mdn
Rj i

1
if

.

Ritii

ID
kli

Mdn
Rji

Iii

Seethe text for definitions; formulas, and explanations related to Equations [28] - [30] and
[47].
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articulated by Lord (1953; 1980) and Henrysson (1971).

Insert Table 24 here

5. Estimated total test statistics. An item analysis program that is

to be used to help teachers select items should provide estimates of the

properties of the total test scores based on the selected items. The item

statistics recommended in Table 21 and 22 for dichotomoug items can be used

to estimate the test mean, standard deviation, and Ruder-Richardson formula

20 reliability as follows:

where

I, I

1
-17 =

1 1
p
i ' Yai °' 1

=

= estimated mean of the test composed

of I items

I

D-
nL, _

-SD- =
1 x iFT

IKR2O =
I-1

Y
ai

= 0 1

I

101
P (1-p-)

ai
= 0, 1

i = 1, 2.., I indexes the items

selected for the test

D- = the net D discrimination index for

pi

dichotomously scored Item i

= the difficulty index for dichotomously

scored Item i

121

[48]

[49]

[50]
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Rules of thumb for using item analysis data to build
classroom tests.

Relative achievement is the focus Absolute achievement
Is the focusComplete ordering Partial ordering (two groups)

General
concerns

Ranking all the pupils in
terms of their relative -

attainment in a subject area

Dividing pupils into two
groups on the basis of their
relative attainment. Pupils
within each -group will be
treated alike.

Assess the absolute status
(achievement) of the pupil
with respect to a well-defined
domain of instructionally
relevant tasks

focus of
test

Seek to accurately describe
ditferences in relative

Seek to accurately classify
persons into two categories.

Seek to accurately estimate
the percentage of the domain
each pupil can perform
successfully.

achievement between
individual pupils.

Attention to the
test's blueprint

Be sure that items cover all
important topics and
objectives within the
blueprint.

r

Be sure that items cover all
important topics and
objectives within the
blueprint.

Be sure items are a
representative. random
sample from the defined
domain wnich the blueprint
operationahzes.

Row the
difficulty
index Up)

Is used

Within each _topical area of
the blueprint select those
items with:

Within each topical-area of
the blueprint, select those
items with p-values slightly
larger than the percentage of
persons to be classified in the
upper group (e.g_.,lf_the_class
is to be divided in half (0:50)
then items with p-values of
about 0.60 should be
selected, if the division is
lower 75% vs. upper 25%,
items should have p i. 0:35
(approximately)].

reite. The abbve suggestion
assumes the test measures a
single ability.

Don't select Items pn the -
basis of their p- values: but
study each p to see if it is
signaling a poorly written
item

(1)p between 0.16 and 0.84
if performance on the test
represents a single ability

(2) p between 0.40 _and 0.60.
if performance on the test
represents several ditferent
abilities

Note _Items should be easier
than described above if
guessing is a factor.

How the
discrim-
fruition-
Index (D)
Is used

Within each _topical area of
the blueprint: select items
with D greater than or equal
to +0.30.

Within each topical area of
the blueprint select items
with D greater than or equal
to +0.30.

All items - should have D
greater than or equal to 0.00.
Unless there is a rational
explanation to the contrary
revise those items not
possessing this property.

Source: Nitko (1983; pg. 301)
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Expression [49] was derived by Ebel (1967) under the assumption that the

test scores are normally distributed. The sampling distribution and standard

.

errors of these estimates are unknown and the effect of non-normality on

equations [49] and [50] is unknown. Expression [48] does not depend on

distribution assumptions.

If items are scored continuously, then [48] becomes

ti I

2X '1= 1 Y--
i=1

Y -4- 1-
mi ai i

The following expressions relate item scores (either continuous or

dichotomous) to total test score standard deviation and reliability

SD_ = r- SD
2 X Y-- X- Y-

i= ai a ai

In the above formulas r- X_
ai a

1 (SD- )
Y--
ai

(
2
_SD_X)2

2

the Pearson product moment correlation

[51]

[52]

[53]

between the item scores and the total test score on tYc: tryout edition of the

test; If Y_- is dichotomous, then this correlation becomes the i r ptbis;
ai

Equations [52] and [53] are useful and may provide better estimates than

[49] and [50]. It is recommended that
i
r
ptbis

be corrected so that it

estimates the correlation of each item with the common true score measured

by the whole set of items as suggested by Henrysson (1971),

If r- is unknown, Thorn-dike (1982) suggests estimating its mean
Y
ai

X-

value, r- , from past experience and substituting this estimate in [52]
Y
ai

X-
i
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and [53]. Further, if the items are dichotomous and. the average difficulty

of the items on the test, 5i, can be estimated equations [511-453) can be

simplified as follows:

ti

X IF [54J

T r 1
= I

3 I-1 --

ai i

L551

L56)

It §iitAdd be noted that [55j overestimates the standard deviation

(Thorndike; 1982);

25.

Summary. Our recommendations for this section are summarized in Table

Insert Table 25 here

ettp-irteaData. Concerning the Sampling

_Fluctuations in Selected Item Statistics

In an effort to obtain more information about the Sampling fluctuations

of some of the item statistics recommended in this report; we undertook a

sampling study with the assistance of Dr. Huynh Huynh of the University of

South Carolina. We sought to simulate the fluctuations in students that

might occur from year to year in a teacher's class. To do this we used the

item response data bank available at the Univeraity of South Carolina in

connection with technical research conducted by the Mastery Testing Project

(NIE-G-78-0087) and the Technical Works of Basic Skills Assessment Programs

9



Table 25. Recommended item statistics to help a teacher select items for a test: Estimating total test

properties.

Type of item

scoring:

Dichotomous

(Y a 0 1)
ai '

Graded or

continuous

(m <Y 4 1
al -

Basic: Should be included in every item

all possible;

WM-ended: Did; Not recommended for

analysis prograi, if at
_............

ful to ittlai if

(a) research shows

teachers can use

and (b) micro-

computer has suf7

ficient memory and

speed.

item analysis pro-

grams serving the

above mentioned

putpoSeS.
Routinely present to

or interpret for a

teacher on every

selection situation;

Make.available to

teachers upon their

request only.

3-

3k
1
Kih

.

Item information

function

SD-

1 X

Kih

tJ

i

2

f(..

SD
2-- X

a

Note: See the text for definitions, formulas, and explanations related to formulas [48) - [561,

'iF

12
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Project (NIE-G-80=0119) as these were applied to the South Carolina Basic

Skills AsSessment Prograt (SCBSAP); A basic description of the SCBSAP is

given in Hilynh and Castell (1982).

The data base used in our study consisted of responses from 2400

students in each of several grades who had taken the Mathematics and

Reading tests of the SCBAP in 1981. This large group was selected as a

stratfified cluster sample of the South Carolina student population. The

Reading test contained 36 items and the Mathematics test contained 30 items.

Within each grade level four items were selected for study. In the population

of 2400 students the items selected had p-veldea between approximately 0.85

and 0;55; the range of p-values we belieVe is likely to be encountered in

teacher-made domain-referenced tests.

To simulate fluctuations from sample to sample 80 random samples of

30 Students each were selected and the various item statistics were computed

for each sample; The samples were selected such a way that some (if not all)

Of the 30 students within a sample were fret the same classroom; We note

that the class-to-class or year -to -year fluctuations experienced by a teacher

are likely to be less variable than fluctuations based on simple random

sampling since a teacher will generally use a test either within the same

school bUilding (usually associated with a neighborhood) or in different

buildings but within the same school diStridt. Simple random samples from

a state's population should be more variable since any one sample would

contain students from widely scattered school districts with quite diverse

characteristics.

It is likely, however; that the sampling distributions we report are more

e- variable than a teacher might experience; lying somewhere between a distribution

Of strictly random samples and a diStribUtiOn of within classroom samples over

12
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years. This is because; although we sampled students within a classroom,

students in the subsequent sample came from another school distric

In this paper we report only the preliminary results, since the study

is on-going. We report sampling fluctuations for the following statistics:

item diffidUlty, item discrimination; proportion in each third of the class;

modified caution index for items; and chi- square. Each statistic is com-

puted for each of four items as:_follows:

Reading Mathematics

Grade 1 Grade 6 Grade 2 Grade 6

Item 18 Item 34 Item 4 Item 21

0 = 0.597 0 = 0.560 0 = 0.564 0 = 0.559

b = 0.959 b = 0.785 b = 2.288 b = -0.011

Here, is the proportion of the 2400 students answering the item correctly

and b is the RASCh item difficulty for three items. Because this is a pre-

litinary report of our empirical study, we have not reported data on the

other items investigated;

Tabie 26 shows the empirical sampling distribution of the item difficulty

index, pi, for each of the four items. The four distributions are roughly

comparable, Sample p-values range from approximately .84 to ;30; The mean

Of each UiStribution is reasonably close to its expected value, 0; However,

the distributions are slightly more variable than expected. The standard

error of a proportion based on random samples is

where 0 is the population proportion and N is the sample size. For each of

the distributionS in Table 26, op is approximately 0.09, whereas the actual

standard deviations are around 0.10.

Insert Table 26here
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Table 26. Empirical samcling distributions for the item difficulty index p

Values of p

Reading Mathematics

Grade 1
Item 18
0 = 0.597
b = 0.959

Grade 6
Item 34
0 = 0.560
b = 0.785

Grade 2
Item 4
0 = 0.564
b = 2.288

Grade 6
Item 21
0 = 0.559
b = =0.011

.95 -= 1.00

.90 - .94

.85 - .89

.80 - .84 1 1

.75 - .79 4 1 1

.70 - .74 8 7 4

.65 - .69 8 6 5 4

.60 - .64. 23 20 18 19

.55 = .59 9 9 10 8

.50 = .54 15 15 17 14

.45 = .49 10 7 9 11

.40 - .44 1 7 9 10

.35 - .39 1 3 2

.30 - .34 4 1 2

.25 - .29 1

.20 - .24

.15 - .19

.10 - .14

.05 .09

.00 = .04

Mean .59 .55 .56 .55

Std. Dell. .09 .11 .10 .11

No. of samples 80 80 80 80

1.2J
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Table 27 summarizes the empirical distributions of several item discrim-

ination indiceS. The distributions behave as expected. Note that the net

D index was computed on the basis of upper and lower thirds and upper and

lower halves. As expected the items show less discrimination when the halves

are used compared to the thirds: Thc mean discrimination index for the

halves' dIscributions run approximately 0.10 to 0.14 lower than the means of

the thirds distributions. Since on the average the persons in the halves

groups are cloger in ability to each other than are the average persons in

the thirds group, this result is expected. Further, since there are more

students in the halves groups than in the thirds groups (15 vs. 10 studentS)

the sampling distribution of net D when computed on halves is less variable.

With a lower mean discrimination value and less variability, more poorly

discriminating items would be identified if the upper and lower groups con-

sisted of the halves of the class rather than the upper and lower thirds.

For example, if D
i
< 0.30 is used as a rule of thumb for flagging a poorly

discriminating item, then in 80 replications, Item 18 would be flagged 1

time using the thirds procedure vs. 8 times with the halves procedure,

Item 34 one time vs. 10 times, Item 4 five times ve 26 times, and Item 21

twelve times V8 26 timea; We would take a conservative view stating that it

is beiter to flag an item and have a teacher check it than to let the item

go by unreviewed. Thus, we would recommend using the upper and lower halves

for the net D index.

Insert Table 27 here

Table 28 shows distribution of the proportions of students passing an

item in the upper, middle, and lower thirds of the class based on the total
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Table 27; Empirical sampling distribution_for item.discrimination indiCes (D 1/3 = let D_computed using

upper and lower thirds of the class, D1/2 net D computed using the upper and Lower halves,

BIS biserial correlation, P-BIS 7 point biserial correlation).

READING MATH

GAADE 1, ITEM

(p
.=, 0.597)

18 GRADE 6, ITEM

(p . 0,560)

L GRADE 2, ITEM 4

=-0--.--5644-

GRADE

-(P

6, ITEM 2

= 0;599)

D 1/2 BIS P-BISD 1/3 D 1/2 BIS P=BIS 01/3 D 1/2 BIS P-BIS D 1/3 D 1/2 BIS P-BIS D 1/3

.95 - 1;00+ 1 11 6

.90 - ;94 10 4 9 9 3 1 1

;85 - ;89
1 8

8 2 1

;80 ;84 9 4212 1 10 1 9 5 3 3

;75 ;79 2 4 6 7 4 7 4

. 7 0 - ; 7 4 1 4 8 5 17 3 8 11 8 3 7 2 9 1 9 1

;65 - ;69
14

9 13 10 6 12 4 6 2 1 8 3

.60 - .64 14 10 11 3 22 10 10 11 15 5 10 8 18 4 8 3

.55 .59 .411 6 9 0 7 9 8 10

.50 - .54 17 12 5 11 8 12 2 9 19 10 6 10 15 7 9 12

.45 .49 10410 17 4 10 8 8 10 13 4 11

.40 = .44 10 11 2 5 6 13 1 5 13 14 7 9 11 20 11 8

.35 .39 4 6 4 0 6 9 2 8

;30 - ,34 4 12 1 5 5 4 2 1 8 10 2 12 12 8 2 12

;25 - ;29 5 1 1 4 1 10 2 2 9 4 _

.20 ;24 3 1 1 4 3 1 6 1 3 8 9 2 5

;15 - ;19 1 0 1 1 4 3

;10 - ;14 1 1 2 5 0 1 3 2 1

;05 - ;09 1 3 2 2 3 3

. .00. - .04. 1 2

(:;05) : (:;01)

(:.10) : (:.06) 2 . 1 1 1

Mean ;62 .48 ;70 ;55 ;64 ;48 ;73 ;57 ;52 ;38 ;56 ;44 ;46 ;36 ;54 ;41

std. dev. ;19 ;16 ;19 ;15 ;17 ;15 ;17 ;13 ;20 ;18 ;19 ;15 ;19 ;16 ;19 ;16

Number of Samplec 80 80 80 80 80 80 80 80 80 80 80 80 80 80 80 80
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test score. The sampling distributions are as expected: lower third students

answering the item correctly in fewer numbers than the middle and upper third

and variability as indicated by sampling theory. An exception to thiS state-

ment is the middle third of the students on Item 34. This group seems to be

more variable than expected. It appears that some useful information for

teachers can be obtained by displaying these proportions for each item in each

class.

Insert Table 28 herd

Table 29 shows the sampling distributions of the modified caution index

for items. This index is designed to identify items exhibiting unusual re-

sponses compared to the other items in the tegt. Since the four items in

Table 28 are part of a large scale testing program in which the items were

professionally review, tried-oUt, and selected, we would not expect high

values of thiS caution index in Table This appears to be upheld.

Virtually all of the values of the caution index are below 0.55. Thus; none

of these items would likely have been brought to a teacher's attention as

unusual in their performance relative to other items in the test. We recommend

that this index be incorporated into the instructional improvement and guidance

section of an item analysis program if a microcomputer can handle it.

Insert Table 29 here

Table 30 shows the distributions of the frequency chi-squares; SSQ which

test whether the upper scoring group follow a guessing pattern (i.e., a

uniform distribution). We expect that with SCBSAP items; upper group students

would not guess. ThuS, SSQi-values shoula be large and the hypotheses of
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Table . Empirical sampling distributions of the proportion of each third of a sample answering an

item correctly;

Reading Mathematics

Grade 1 Grade 6 Grade 2

i

Grade 6

Item 18

(p ,.. 0;597)

Item 34

(p .. 0;560)

IteM 4

(p = 0.564)

Item 21

(p =, 0.599)

lower middle upper lower middle upper lower middle upper lower middle upper

1/3 113 1/3 1/3 1/3 1/3 1/3 1/3 113 1/3 1/3 1/3

.95 = 1.00 1 38 2 21 1 14 11

.90 = .94 2 27 3 28 2 27 1 .25

;85 ;89

;80 - ;84 7 10 1 12 23 10 19 1 6 17

;75 ;79

.10- ;74 1 13 5 13 5 1 10 10 3 7 12

;65 .69

;60 - .64 5 15 9 2 3 11 S S 21

;55 .59

.50 - .54 10 19 2 11 1 11 26' 3 9 22

.45 = .49

.40 .44 15 12 15 18 13 13 2 15 9

.35 .39

.30 - .34 19 8 17 7 22 2 24 11

.25 - .29

;20 ;24 14 3 20 2 15 5 12 3

;15 ;19

.10 .14 14 20 2 12 10

.05 .09

.00 .04 2 5 1 3 1

Mean .31 .55 .92 .24 .55 .87 .30 .55 .82 .34 .52 .80

Std. Dev. .16 .17 .09 .14 .22 .11 .16 .18 ,15 ,17 ;16 ;15

No. of Samples 80 80 80 80 80 80 80 80 80 80 80 80

i3
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Table 29. Empirical sampling distributions for the modified caution index
for items.

Reading Mathematics

Grade 1 Grade 6 Grade 2 Grade 6

Item 18
(p = 0.597)

Item 34
(p = 0.560)

Item 4
(p = 0.564)

Item 21
(p = 0;599)

;95 -
;90 -
.85 -
. 80

. 75

. 70

. 65

.60

. 55-
;50
;45 -
;40 -
;35
.30
.25 -
.20 -
.15
.10 -
;05

;00

1;00
;94
. 89

.84

. 79

;74

;69
;64

;59
.54

.49

.44

.39

.34

;29
;24

;19

.14

. 09

. 04

1

1
_6

13
16
13
13
12
2

12
14
13
18
5

6

1

4

4

6

8

7

9

10
11

9

5

3

6

20

15
14
6

1

Mean
Std. Dev.

of Samples

.20

.11

80

. 20

. 12

80

.28
;15
80

.22
;10
80
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Of a Uniform distribution would be rejected. Table 30 shows that the rate

retention of the hypotheses of a uniform distribution is quite small;

(Items from grades 1 and 2 have 3 alternatives and items from grade 6 have

4 alternatives. Thus, the degrees of freedom are 3 and 4, respectively.)

Thus, from this preliminary data our original fear of a large Type II error

rate is not upheld.

Insert Table 30 here

SUMMARY

We have reviewed fifty or so statistics in this report in relation to

their USefulness for an item analysis microcomputer program that is intended

to be appropriate for the analysis of domain-referenced classroom tests; We

took the view that the primary purposes of an item analysis of classroom tests

are to: (a) inform the teacher about the strengths and weaknesses of tilt,

class in relation to the skins measured by the individual test items and

(b) inform the teacher about the items that do not seem to be functioning

well so that the teacher can rewrite or otherWise revise these items. A

secondary purpose of a classroom item analysis program is to select items from

a pool of items (an item bank) to put on a particular test in order tti improve

the utility of that test for a particular purpose.

In order to provide a context in which to review item statistics we

define three broad areas of information a teacher would need in relation

to test items; Then we specified the particular information needs which item-

based information can serve under each of these three broad areas and how

t7,0se particular kinds of information can link together testing and instruction;
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Table 30; Empirical sampling distribution of the chi-square statistic SSQi
for testing whether students in the upper group responded ran-
domly to the items

Reading Mathematics

Grade 1 Grade 6 Grade 2 Grade 6

Item 18 IteM 34 Item 4 Item 21

95 = 100+
90 = 94

85 = 89
80 - 84
75 - 79
70 - 74
65 - 69
60 - 64
55 - 59
50 = 54
45 = 49
40 - 44

35 = 39
30 - 34
25 - 29
20 - 24
15 - 19

10 - 14
5 = 9

0 = 4

Mean
Std. Dev

N

8

6

18
10
16
13
8

1

3

10
12
2

12
21
12

3

5

4

11
7

12

15
16

3

1

5

10
5

10
10
25
10
A

31.57
9.59
80

27.81
10.73

80

24.49
9;78
80

24.02
9.77
80



Next we considered in relation to each specific type of information

several statistical indices which seemed to provide the information required.

We reviewed each statistic in terms of its statistical and numerical pro-

perties, its suitability for the type of data likely to be encountered with

classroom tests, its ability to be understood by teachers; and the practicality

of computing it on a microcomputer of the type typically found in schools;

As a result of this analysis, we prepare d to each specific type of information

our recommendations in relation to each statistic. For each type of infor-

mation we classified the statistics reviews as (a) basic (to be included in

every item analysis program if at all possible), (b) recommended (useful

statistics that should be included if the microcomputer has sufficient memory

and speed and if research shows that teachers can use them) and (c) not

recommended (for item analysis microcomputer programs that are intended to

serve the purposes we outlined).

In addition to this literature review, we reported some preliminary

results of an empirical sampling study we are in the process of undertaking

to study the sampling fluctuations of some of the recommended item analysis

statistics. The preliminary results of this empirical study indicated that

the recommendations we made we generally upheld by data from classrooms.

Further, the empirical results offered guidelines for setting rules of thumb,

for the numerical value of statistics to use when flagging an item aJd

bringing it to the attention of the teacher.
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